TOWN OF CANMORE
AGENDA
Committee of the Whole
Tuesday, November 17, 2020 at 1:00 p.m.
1:00

A. CALL TO ORDER AND APPROVAL OF AGENDA
1. Agenda for the November 17, 2020 Committee of the Whole Meeting

1:00 – 1:15

B. DELEGATIONS
1. Canmore Public Library Annual Update

1:15

C. MINUTES
1. Minutes of the October 20, 2020 Committee of the Whole Meeting

1:15 – 1:55

D. STAFF REPORTS
1. Lower Silvertip Wildlife Corridor Study
Purpose: To brief Council on the key findings of the Lower Silvertip Wildlife
Corridor Study and recommended next steps.

1:55 – 2:15

2. Canmore Community Monitoring Report (CCMR)
Purpose: To update Council on the Canmore Community Monitoring Report
review.

2:15 – 2:35

3. Public Engagement Software Demonstration (verbal presentation)

2:35 – 2:45

E. COUNCILLOR UPDATES
1. November 2020 Councillor Updates

2:45 – 2:55

F. ADMINISTRATIVE UPDATE
1. November 2020 Administrative Update

2:55 – 3:00

G. COUNCIL RESOLUTION ACTION LIST
1. Council Resolution Action List as of November 12, 2020
H. BOARD AND COMMITTEE UPDATES
None
I. IN CAMERA
None

3:00

J. ADJOURNMENT

Agenda prepared by: Cheryl Hyde, Municipal Clerk
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B-1

We’d like to take this opportunity to provide Council with a brief update on the Canmore Public
Library’s activities and successes over the past year.
As a vibrant municipal service, the Library continues to move forward, progressing the goals of
our five-year Strategic Plan. Accessibility, responsiveness, resources, organizational excellence,
and partnership are highlighted in this planning cycle and actions and projects to support them
are in various stages of planning or implementation.
The Library continues to reach out and support the community in a variety of ways. A few
notable examples are:
•
•

•

Free Memberships—the Library removed membership fees in May 2019. Community
response was and continues to be very positive.
Library Services and Covid— The importance of Library service was especially notable
this year with the impact of Covid-19. The building closed March 17th, but Library
services to the community never stopped. The Library maintained and expanded the
public’s access to e-resources and transitioned to online programming, we introduced
curbside pickup and organized many initiatives with our community partners.
50th Anniversary– The Library officially turns 50 next year and we will be celebrating
this milestone in 2021.

We appreciate the Town’s ongoing guidance and financial support. We’d like you to know that
we’re using our funds wisely to make a difference in the community.

The Town of Canmore Library Board & Staff of Canmore Public Library
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CANMORE LIBRARY BOARD
STRATEGIC PLAN 2019-2024
VISION
The library is a vibrant hub of Canmore’s community.

MISSION
Canmore Library offers a gateway to the world of ideas through a range of community-focused
resources, services, and programs, in a welcoming and accessible environment.

CULTURE, PRINCIPLES AND VALUES
The organization will be governed and managed based on the following six principles:
 Community orientation
 Respect
 Lifelong learning
 Innovation
 Integrity
 Leadership
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STRATEGIC GOALS
Strategic Goal #1
Canmore Library is a dynamic, welcoming and engaging environment.
As a successful community hub, the library is safe, accessible and inviting. Space planning is
inspired by the changing needs of the community and is functional and flexible. The library is an
essential part of community life as an inclusive and collaborative environment.
Initiatives to achieve this strategy:




Create a plan to ensure the library can meet the growing community demand for
programs and services.
Increase accessibility by researching and meeting the needs of under-serviced segments of
the community.
Continue to improve accessibility for all users by removing barriers such as annual
membership fees.

Strategic Goal #2
Canmore Library offers a variety of excellent resources, services, and programs.
The library actively seeks input from users and the community, as well as library best practices to
continue elevating the quality and variety of resources, services and programs that meet the
evolving needs across a range of target demographics. The library inspires and enables literacy,
curiosity, and creativity.
Initiatives to achieve this strategy:



Certain resources, services and programs are made available outside of the library
building.
Resources, services and programs are supported with appropriate technology.
Resources, services and programs are implemented to meet, or anticipate, specific
community needs.

Strategic Goal #3
The community embraces, uses and has a high awareness of the Canmore Library.
The library is well-used and enjoyed by a variety of users, and supported by committed volunteers.
Canmore Library users and community members alike are enthusiastic supporters.
Initiatives to achieve this strategy:




User growth rate increases as a result of deeper community awareness.
There is an open, informed and ongoing dialogue between the library, the users and the
larger community.
There is increased awareness of the library and what it offers.
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Strategic Goal #4
Canmore Library exemplifies organizational excellence.
As a municipal resource funded by tax dollars, we are accountable to the residents of Canmore
and must show that we are making the best use of the funding we receive. Canmore Library will be
seen as a vital service, adaptable in the face of change.
Initiatives to achieve this strategy:




Staff are personable, knowledgeable and progressive.
The workplace culture of the library is one of continuous improvement and openness to
new ideas, encouraging innovation and professional development.
The library uses technology to increase efficiency and improve the user experience.

Strategic Goal #5
Canmore Library is a successful partner with stakeholders, community and regional
organizations.
We will work collaboratively with community organizations to provide spaces, resources,
collections, and programming.
Initiatives to achieve this strategy:




The Friends of the Canmore Public Library, and other stakeholders, are engaged advocates
for the library.
The library has stable and appropriate financial support.
Users benefit from the contributions made as a result of positive relationships developed
and maintained with organizations and stakeholders.

APPENDICES
A:

Listing of stakeholders and partners

B:

Role of the Board of Directors
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APPENDIX A: LIST OF STAKEHOLDERS AND PARTNERS
Stakeholders requiring accountability, including reporting:
 Town of Canmore Library Board
 Funding Partners
o Town of Canmore
o Friends of the Library
o Province of Alberta
o Marigold Library System
 Resource Partners
o Town of Canmore (Landlord – Elevation Place)
o Marigold Library System
 Community Partners and Library Users
Stakeholders and partners requiring communication, but with no formal reporting requirements:
 Existing Partners (Programming)
o Parentlink
o Bow Valley Learning Council
o Bow Valley Literacy Program
o Canmore Museum & Geoscience Centre
o Biosphere Institute
o Canadian Rockies Public Schools
o Canmore Seniors Association
o Canmore Seniors Lodge
o Origins
o Canmore Hospital
o Canmore Public Health Unit
o Bow Valley College
o Roam Transit
o Societe des Parents pour l’education Francophone de Canmore (SPEF)
o Association Canadienne-Française de l’Alberta (ACFA)
o Food & Friends
o Rotary
o Ralph Connor Church
 Existing Partners (Volunteers)
o Friends of the Library
o Library Volunteer Shelvers
o General public (community at large)
Potential new stakeholders and partners:
 Marketing and Promotion
o Tourism Canmore Kananaskis
o Canmore Hotel and Lodging Association
o Downtown Canmore Business Association
 Development and Fundraising
o Banff Canmore Community Foundation
 Community members and Elevation Place visitors
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APPENDIX B: ROLE OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
The role of the Board of Directors is governance over the organization with the following four
areas of responsibility:
 Fiduciary
o Meet all legal requirements under the Libraries Act of Alberta
o Ensure compliance to statutory and regulatory requirements
o Ensure goals are pursued in a cost efficient manner
o Ensure board structure is maintained, with succession plans in place
 Staffing
o Recruit and hire the Library Director
 The board has one single employee – the Librarian/Executive Director –
who is charged with leading the organization to meet its goals
 The Library Director is responsible for the hiring and management of all
other staff
 The Library Director reports to a single Board member – usually the Chair
unless otherwise designated
o Ensure that Library Director is completely clear about role, responsibilities and
deliverables
o Review performance of Library Director and act accordingly
 Governance:
o Approve policies, strategic goals and annual targets
o Provide guidance and direction as requested by the Library Director
o Approve budget and present to Town Council as required
o Review finances and organizational performance versus targets on a regular basis
 Advocacy
o Advocate on behalf of the organization to Town and Province as required
o Assist organization in building relationships with other organizations
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C-1
Unapproved
TOWN OF CANMORE
MINUTES
Committee of the Whole
Council Chamber at the Canmore Civic Centre, 902 – 7 Avenue
Tuesday, October 20, 2020 at 1:00 p.m.

COUNCIL MEMBERS PRESENT
John Borrowman
Mayor
Jeff Hilstad
Deputy Mayor
Karen Marra
Councillor
Rob Seeley
Councillor
Vi Sandford
Councillor
Joanna McCallum
Councillor
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT
Esmé Comfort
Councillor
ADMINISTRATION PRESENT
Lisa de Soto
Chief Administrative Officer
Sally Caudill
General Manager of Municipal Services
Therese Rogers
General Manager of Corporate Services
Whitney Smithers
General Manager of Infrastructure
Robyn Dinnadge
Manager of Communications
Cheryl Hyde
Municipal Clerk (Recorder)
Andy Esarte
Manager of Engineering
Claire Ellick
Transportation Engineer
Andreas Comeau
Manager of Public Works
Amy Fournier
Climate Change Specialist
Geordie Heal
Supervisor of Streets and Roads
Walter Gahler
Fire Chief
Lisa Brown
Manager of Community Social Development
All meeting participants joined this meeting electronically and members of the public were permitted to
attend the meeting via livestream on the Town’s website.
Mayor Borrowman called the October 20, 2020 committee of the whole meeting to order at 1:00 p.m.

22-2020COW

A. CALL TO ORDER AND APPROVAL OF AGENDA
1. Agenda for the October 20, 2020 Committee of the Whole Meeting
Moved by Mayor Borrowman that the Committee of the Whole approve the
October 20, 2020 meeting agenda as presented.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
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Town of Canmore Committee of the Whole Meeting
October 20, 2020
Page 2 of 3

Unapproved

B. DELEGATIONS
None

23-2020COW

C. MINUTES
1. Minutes of the September 15, 2020 Committee of the Whole Meeting
Moved by Mayor Borrowman that the Committee of the Whole approve the
minutes of the September 15, 2020 meeting as presented.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
D. STAFF REPORTS
1. Transportation Improvement Program 2020 (TIP 20) Project Update
Lennart Nout, Urban Mobility Specialist for Mobycon, joined administration in
providing the Committee with a verbal update on the Transportation
Improvement Program 2020 (TIP20) project.
2. Memorial Plaque Program
Administration spoke to a written report updating the Committee on the new
Memorial Plaque Program (to replace the Memorial Bench Program).
3. Canmore Electric Vehicle Fleet Feasibility Study Results
William York, Engineer for ATCO, joined administration in speaking to a written
report providing a summary of the completed Electric Vehicle Fleet Feasibility
Study and recommendations.
Meeting Break 3:08 – 3:20 p.m.
4. Fire Rescue Peak Staffing Review 2020
Administration spoke to a written report providing the Committee with a review
of the 2020 Fire Rescue Peak Staffing and recommendations for 2021.
5. Community Grant Program
Administration provided the Committee with a verbal update on the Community
Grant Program.
E. COUNCILLOR UPDATES
1. October 2020 Councillor Updates
Written report, received as information.

3:55

F. ADMINISTRATIVE UPDATE
1. October 2020 Administrative Update
Written report, received as information.

4:04

G. COUNCIL RESOLUTION ACTION LIST
1. Council Resolution Action List as of October 14, 2020
Written report, received as information.
H. BOARD AND COMMITTEE UPDATES
1. Marigold Library Update
Written report, received as information.

Minutes approved by: _______ _______
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Town of Canmore Committee of the Whole Meeting
October 20, 2020
Page 3 of 3

Unapproved

I. IN CAMERA
None
24-2020COW

J. ADJOURNMENT
Moved by Mayor Borrowman that the Committee of the Whole adjourn the
October 20, 2020 regular meeting at 4:05 p.m.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
_________________________
John Borrowman, Mayor

__________________________
Cheryl Hyde, Municipal Clerk

Minutes approved by: _______ _______
November 17, 2020 Committee of the Whole 1 p.m.
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Briefing
DATE OF MEETING:

November 17, 2020

Agenda #: D-1

TO:

Committee of the Whole

SUBJECT:

Lower Silvertip Wildlife Corridor Study

SUBMITTED BY:

Lori Rissling Wynn, Sustainability Coordinator

PURPOSE:

To brief Council on the key findings of the Lower Silvertip Wildlife
Corridor Study and recommended next steps.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Management Solutions in Environmental Science (MSES) recently completed their review of the Lower
Silvertip Wildlife Corridor (LSWC) (Attachment 1). MSES determined the corridor is used by ungulates and
therefore they recommend the status of the corridor remain unchanged. The report further outlines
recommendations to guide the management of the corridor in the future, including establishing a committee
of landowners and relevant stakeholders to develop and implement a management plan.
BACKGROUND/HISTORY
The review of the Lower Silvertip Wildlife Corridor arose from the Third-Party Review (TPR) of the
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) related to DP2017-080: Servicing, Grading and Building Foundation
Work for A Multi Family Rental and Employee Housing Development at 1451 Palliser Trail (now known as
Peaks). The TPR noted the EIS did not adequately describe baseline conditions in the adjacent LSWC or
characterize the functionality of the corridor. As such, the TPR identified the need to complete a more fulsome
assessment of the corridor which could then be used to develop a management plan for the area.
Based on the recommendations from that TPR, Council made the following motion:
#223-2017 Council direct administration to develop a Comprehensive Wildlife Management Plan for the
Lower Silvertip Wildlife Corridor including a detailed implementation plan.
In 2019 MSES were selected to complete the Lower Silvertip Wildlife Corridor Study as a first step in the
wildlife management plan.
In 2018 there was also discussion with Alberta Conservation Association (ACA) to transfer title of their two
parcels in the LSWC to the Town of Canmore. A budget request was prepared to cover costs associated with
assuming the land and the conservation responsibilities, however this item was subsequently removed from the
2019/2020 capital budget request by the Finance Committee during budget deliberations.
DISCUSSION
The attached report identifies the goals of the review, the history of the LSWC, and the design and use of the
corridor. After establishing this baseline, the report then addresses the question is the corridor functioning as
intended, followed by management recommendations and next steps. The following is a summary of the
report findings, the full details of which are provided in the attached report.
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Lower Silvertip Wildlife Corridor Study
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In determining corridor functionality, MSES compared the design of the LSWC to corridor design criteria
developed by the Bow Valley Ecosystem Advisory Group (BCEAG). These criteria were meant to provide a
scientifically justified set of minimum corridor criteria aimed at ensuring corridors around Canmore are
functional. Then MSES completed a desktop analysis of existing wildlife monitoring data collected in and
around the LSWC since the early 1990s. This data provides information on what species utilize the corridor
and their relative abundance.
The original intent of the LSWC was to facilitate wildlife movement across the lower portion of the Silvertip
property, particularly for ungulate species such as elk, deer and bighorn sheep. Even though some elements of
the LSWC corridor meet BCEAG design guidelines (i.e. hiding cover), others do not (i.e. topography, width,
and length). Despite this, the data demonstrates the corridor is used by elk and deer, two of the main species
the corridor was originally designed for.
Based on the findings of MSES’s analyses, a review of documents relating to human use management in the
wildlife corridors and habitat patches around Canmore, and the deliverables for this study, MSES is not
recommending changing the status of the corridor. It is functioning as a corridor for ungulates. Given that
the original goal for the LSWC was to serve as an ungulate corridor across the Silvertip property, the report
recommends the LSWC remain a wildlife corridor and be managed accordingly, relative to municipal and
provincial regulatory requirements.
Although Council’s motion and the ToR for the study requested development of a management plan to
accompany the evaluation of corridor functionality, during review of the ToR multiple reviewers commented
that it would be difficult to develop a management plan before all the stakeholders have viewed the report.
MSES suggests instead that the management and implementation plans should be developed after the
determination of functionality and intent of the corridor have been considered by all relevant stakeholders.
Implementing a management plan for the LSWC is complicated by the number of stakeholders and range of
land use designations within the corridor. Making effective management decisions will require the input and
support of all stakeholders.
One of the primary recommendations of the report therefore, is to develop a committee of LSWC landowners
and other relevant stakeholders (i.e. Town of Canmore, Stone Creek Properties, Alberta Environment and
Parks, Alberta Conservation Association, The Nature Conservancy of Canada) to guide, implement and
evaluate management actions in the LSWC over the long term.
MSES further identified a series of additional recommendations, some of which can be implemented
immediately, while others should be considered by LSWC stakeholders before enacting. These include:
1. Implement the closure of non-designated trails, and designation of new trails, at the western end of
the LSWC.
2. Implement the recommendations for the LSWC outlined in the Town of Canmore Open Spaces & Trails
Plan, including rehabilitating the eroded connector trails at the east end of the Douglas Fir trail and
designating official trail connections between Eagle Terrace and Silvertip.
3. Ensure the Silvertip Block 10 Subdivision has mitigations in place to limit direct access from private
homes into the LSWC, and in collaboration with ACA/NCC, explore options to manage access into
the LSWC from Eagle Terrace.
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Lower Silvertip Wildlife Corridor Study
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4. Address wildlife movement issues stemming from the steep slope east of Silvertip Road. This slope
appears to limit movement by ungulates east-west through the corridor. Solutions will need to address
the filtering effect of the slope on animal movement to reduce wildlife access to Benchlands Trail to
the south or the Silvertip Golf Course to the north.
5. Reduce trail density in the eastern portion of the LSWC.
6. Implement year-round monitoring within the LSWC in the future to further assess corridor
functionality and the effectiveness of management actions.
Administration has reached out to the other landowners in the corridor to inform them of the completion of
the report. During 2021 Administration will determine next steps for this project including formation of a
committee of landowners and establishment of a terms of reference to guide development and implementation
of a management plan.
FINANCIAL IMPACTS
The development of the Lower Silvertip Wildlife Corridor management plan is funded through capital project
1624. Once the landowner and stakeholder committee has been assembled, resources may be required for the
implementation of the management plan. It is expected the costs associated with this work would be shared
by the owners in the affected area. If required, administration would bring forward a budget request to
support this work in a future year.
STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
Input was sought from the landowners in the corridor (i.e. Stone Creek Properties, Alberta Environment and
Parks, Alberta Conservation Association, and The Nature Conservancy of Canada) as the terms of reference
for this study was developed. The landowners have also been informed of the study completion and
preliminary next steps for this project. Additional stakeholders may be added to the multi stakeholder group
as discussions regarding the composition of the group commences.
ATTACHMENTS
1) Lower Silvertip Wildlife Corridor Study
AUTHORIZATION
Submitted by:

Lori Rissling Wynn
Sustainability Coordinator

Date:

October 26, 2020

Approved by:

Andreas Comeau
Manager, Public Works

Date

October 30, 2020

Approved by:

Whitney Smithers
General Manager, Municipal Infrastructure

Date:

November 10, 2020

Approved by:

Lisa de Soto
Chief Administrative Officer

Date:

November 10, 2020
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Attachment 1

Lower Silvertip Wildlife Corridor Study

Prepared for

The Town of Canmore

September 2020

Prepared by

207 Edgebrook Close NW
Calgary, Alberta
T3A 4W5 Canada
Phone 403-241-8668
Email: brian.kopach@mses.ca
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Lower Silvertip Wildlife Corridor Study – Town of Canmore
September 2020
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Dr. Brian Kopach
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Acronyms/Abbreviations
ACA

Alberta Conservation Association

AEP

Alberta Environment and Parks

AFGA

Alberta Fish and Game Association

ASP

Area Structure Plan

BCEAG

Bow Corridor Ecosystem Advisory Group

BVH-WCR

Bow Valley Human-Wildlife Coexistence Roundtable

EIS

Environmental Impact Statement

HUMR

Human Use Management Review

LSWC

Lower Silvertip Wildlife Corridor

MSES

Management and Solutions in Environmental Science

NCC

Nature Conservancy of Canada

SCPI

Stone Creek Properties Inc.

ToR

Terms of Reference

TPR

Third Party Reviewer

USWC

Upper Silvertip Wildlife Corridor
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Lower Silvertip Wildlife Corridor Study – Town of Canmore
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Executive Summary
The Lower Silvertip Wildlife Corridor (LSWC) is one of two wildlife corridors running across
the north east side of the Bow Valley, meant to connect the Harvie Heights and Indian Flats
habitat patches. In recent years new developments on the edges of, and human presence and
recreational disturbances within, the LSWC have raised questions about its functionality as a
wildlife corridor. Future development will further constrain animal movement, and likely increase
recreational pressures inside the LSWC, and all wildlife corridors and habitat patches around
Canmore. The Town of Canmore retained Management and Solutions in Environmental Science
to examine the current functionality of the LSWC and to make recommendations on how it
should be managed into the future. Based on the recommendations made in this report, MSES
will then work with Town of Canmore Administration, AEP and other stakeholders, to develop
a management and implementation plan for the LSWC. Developing and implementing effective
management actions is a shared responsibility among all stakeholders and will be critical if animal
movement and the ecological integrity of the Bow Valley is to be maintained as Canmore grows.
In determining corridor functionality for the purposes of this report, first, MSES compared the
design of the LSWC to corridor design criteria developed by the Bow Valley Ecosystem Advisory
Group (BCEAG). The BCEAG guideline’s design criteria were meant to provide a scientifically
justified set of minimum corridor criteria aimed at ensuring corridors around Canmore are
functional. Second, we completed a desktop analysis of existing wildlife monitoring data collected
in and around the LSWC since the early 1990s. This data provides information on what species
utilize the corridor and their relative abundance.
The original intent of the LSWC was to facilitate wildlife movement across the lower portion of
the Silvertip property, particularly for ungulate species such as elk, deer and bighorn sheep. Even
though some elements of the LSWC corridor meet BCEAG (2012) design guidelines (i.e., Hiding
Cover), others do not (i.e., Topography, Width and Length). Available monitoring data
demonstrates the corridor is used by elk and deer, two of the main species the corridor was
originally designed for.
Based on the findings of our analyses, and review of previous documents relating to human use
management in the wildlife corridors and habitat patches around Canmore (Town of Canmore,
2015a, 2015b), and the deliverables for this study, we recommend a set of actions to improve
wildlife movement and mitigate impacts of recreational use in the LSWC. Some of these
recommendations can be implemented immediately, while others should be considered by LSWC
stakeholders before enacting. These include:
1. Developing a committee of LSWC landowners and other relevant
stakeholders (i.e., Town of Canmore, SCPI, AEP, ACA, NCC) to guide,
implement and evaluate management actions in the LSWC over the long
term.
2. Implement the closure of non-designated trails, and designation of new trails,
at the western end of the LSWC as detailed in the report Recommendations
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for trails and management of recreational use for the Town of Canmore: South
Canmore and West Palliser (Tera Environmental, 2012).
3. Implement the recommendations for the LSWC outlined in the Open Spaces
& Trails Plan (Town of Canmore, 2015b).
4. We recommend the Town of Canmore ensure the future Block 10 Subdivision
has mitigations in place to limit direct access from private homes into the
LSWC, and in collaboration with ACA/NCC, explore what options are
available to manage access into the LSWC from Eagle Terrace.
5. Address wildlife movement issues stemming from the steep slope east of
Silvertip Road. This slope appears to limit movement by ungulates east-west through
the corridor. Solutions will need to address the filtering effect of the slope on animal
movement to reduce wildlife access to Benchlands Trail to the south or the Silvertip Golf
Course to the north. For example:
•

Strategically placed sections of wildlife fencing could be used to keep elk from
accessing Benchlands Trail as they traverse the LSWC.

•

Habitat enhancements could be done within the corridor to facilitate more use by elk.
Improved foraging conditions or movement pathways could increase elk use.
Increasing the attractiveness and functionality of the LSWC will become more
important in the future as wildlife fencing excludes animals from other preferred
habitats in Canmore (e.g. Centennial Park; Three Sisters Mountain Village).

These actions should be guided by the LSWC Management Committee.
6. Reduce trail density in the eastern portion of the LSWC. These actions should
be guided by the LSWC Management Committee.
7. Implement year-round monitoring within the LSWC in the future to assess
corridor functionality and the effectiveness of management actions.
In conclusion, while there is certainly a need to implement management actions and collect
additional monitoring data on wildlife use and the effectiveness of previous management
guidelines and actions within the LSWC, we see no reason to change its status as a designated
wildlife corridor or re-designate the lands in that area as a park or green space. Re-designating a
wildlife corridor to other land uses suggests human access is unmanageable which calls into
question the ability of sustaining the ecological integrity of the corridor network in the Bow
Valley.
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1.0

Introduction

The Lower Silvertip Wildlife Corridor was among the first recognized corridors in and around
the Town of Canmore in the early 1990s (McCallum and Paquet, 1997). Although it was in the
early days of wildlife corridor design and implementation as a conservation and management tool
(Hobbs, 1992; Chetkiewicz et al., 2006; Beier, 2018), the need for designated wildlife corridors
to maintain adequate movement pathways for wildlife in the Bow Valley was already apparent.
When clearing of the Silvertip property began in 1994, wildlife corridors west of Cougar Creek
were integrated into the development planning for the site. McCallum and Paquet (1997) used
field studies, literature reviews and expert interviews to define corridors topographically and
locate them where ungulate activity was observed. This work led to the creation of the Upper
and Lower Silvertip Wildlife Corridors (See Figure 1).

Figure 1
Location of wildlife corridors across the Silvertip property, originally designed and
designated in the 1990s. They were meant to maintain movement pathways between habitat
patches as development advanced west of Cougar Creek.
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Since they were first established, wildlife corridors around Canmore (e.g., Upper and Lower
Silvertip, Three Sisters Along Valley) have been under ever increasing pressure, particularly due
to increasing levels of human use within corridors as the regional population grew to its current
level of ~13,992 permanent residents (Figure 2). In addition, as of 2016, there are ~3,890 nonpermanent residents (Town of Canmore, 2018). It was because of concerns over increasing
development and human presence on the landscape that wildlife biologists recommended the
corridors be implemented in the first place (Canadian Park Service, 1992; McCallum and Paquet,
1997). Yet since they were first established, questions have been raised continuously about the
functionality of the wildlife corridors in and around Canmore as a result of increasing pressure
related to human use and disturbance. Given the continued discussions on this matter, it is clear
that there are many challenges in balancing the needs of wildlife, residents and tourists as
Canmore grows.

Figure 2
The growth in the number of permanent residents in Canmore from 1981 to 2016.
(Adapted from Biosphere Institute of the Bow Valley, 2019, pg. 64).
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With the ongoing development at the Silvertip property, and the construction and operation of
multi-unit residential buildings between the TransCanada Highway and the Lower Silvertip
Wildlife Corridor (LSWC), questions about the functionality of the corridor have been raised
(Associated 2017a, 2017b) Additionally, questions remain about how to best manage human use
relative to the desired outcomes to preserve wildlife movement in the area. As a result, the Town
of Canmore developed a Terms of Reference (ToR), and retained Management and Solutions in
Environmental Science (MSES) to evaluate the functionality of the LSWC, provide direction on
the intent of the area (i.e., should it remain a wildlife corridor or should it be managed as a public
greenspace?), and formulate a management plan based on the proposed intent for the LSWC
moving forward.

Goals of the Lower Silvertip Wildlife Corridor Review
The ToR for this review was developed by the Town of Canmore administration based on
recommendations contained in the Third-Party Review (TPR) of the Phase 2 Environmental
Impact Statement for the Palliser Multi-Residential Apartments, now known as Peaks in Canmore
(Associated Environmental, 2017a, 2017b). The TPR noted the Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS) did not adequately describe baseline conditions in the adjacent LSWC or characterize the
functionality of the LSWC (Associated Environmental, 2017a). Based on a preliminary review of
functional aspects of the LSWC (e.g., corridor width vs length, levels of human use) as they relate
to wildlife corridor guidelines developed for the Bow Valley (BCEAG, 2012), the TPR determined
the LSWC did not meet the criteria for corridor width or length, and that historical land use and
current levels of human use are impacting the LSWC’s functionality (Associated Environmental,
2017b).
Based on that preliminary analysis, the TPR recommended the need to complete a more fulsome
assessment of the LSWC’s functionality. This information should then be used to develop a
management plan that will mitigate impacts of development and sustain functionality of the LSWC.
Based on recommendations from the TPR, the Town of Canmore Council made the following
Motion [223-2017]:
•

That Council direct Administration to develop a Comprehensive Wildlife Management Plan for the Lower
Silvertip Wildlife Corridor including a detailed implementation plan.

Town Administration used the TPR recommendations and the motion from Council to develop
the goals and key questions in the ToR. The goals were defined as follows:
Goal #1: Is to determine the value of the Lower Silvertip Wildlife Corridor as an area
for wildlife movement within the regional system of wildlife movement corridors or
other valued ecosystem components.
At the time the ToR was developed, both MSES and Alberta Environment and Parks (AEP)
commented on the subjectivity of the term ‘value’ which can be defined many different ways
depending on the interests of the stakeholder. This review will focus on the functionality of the
LSWC, in this case as determined by adherence to the BCEAG wildlife corridor design criteria,
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and available wildlife monitoring data and analysis. MSES based our evaluation of the value of
LSWC for wildlife on a review of available literature (e.g. journals, impact assessments) and
available monitoring data.
Our evaluation criteria included relating the current level of corridor functionality to the original
intent of the wildlife corridor by considering the history of wildlife and human use management
in the LSWC. Understanding the successes and challenges of management in the corridor will
inform our understanding of the functionality of the LSWC and whether it is adhering to
expectations based on the original goals for the LSWC.
Goal #2: Is to establish the future ‘intent’ of the Lower Silvertip Wildlife Corridor
based on the determination of functionality.
Going beyond the recommendations made by the TPR, the ToR for this project also requested
recommendations on the future ‘intent’ of the LSWC, based on the current functionality. MSES
was asked to make a recommendation on how the Town of Canmore should manage the area in
the LSWC moving forward. The question posed to MSES was, should the LSWC remain a wildlife
corridor, or should it be managed for other land uses that focuses on recreational use or
promotes both wildlife and human use (e.g., green space)? This stems in part from a recent
determination by the Alberta Conservation Association (ACA) / Nature Conservancy of Canada
(NCC) that the conservation easement they hold in the eastern half of the LSWC is no longer
functioning as a wildlife corridor. As a result, they are interested in transferring it to the Town
of Canmore to be managed as a park or green / open space (ACA/NCC, 2019). No details were
provided as to what criteria were used by ACA / NCC to determine that the LSWC was not a
functional corridor. However, public statements by the ACA note the type of land in their LSWC
easement falls outside the organization’s mandate, which is to protect and enhance fish and
wildlife populations and their habitats, they do not have the resources to manage the human
activity and trail use on their easements (RMO, 2018).
Goal #3: Is to develop an appropriate management and implementation plan based
on that intent.
Based on AEPs review of the ToR, they questioned the utility of developing a management and
implementation plan concurrently with the assessment of corridor functionality. Suggesting
instead that the Management and Implementation Plans should be developed after the
determination of functionality and intent of the corridor have been considered by all relevant
stakeholders. MSES agrees with this approach; therefore, this report represents the first phase
of the project, which is to assess the functionality of the LSWC and make a recommendation on
its management into the future. For example, is it functional enough to remain as a wildlife
corridor, or should it be managed as public green space which allows for some recreational use,
or should it be managed for both uses?
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To address these goals, the key questions we will examine in this report includes:
1. Is the Lower Silvertip Wildlife Corridor functioning as intended as a wildlife
corridor? Does it meet the intent of the BCEAG guidelines?
2. Related to the above goals – clarify the intent of corridor. Should it be
managed for wildlife? Should it be managed for human use? Or both?
3. What actions should be taken to ensure the corridor functions as intended?
4. Develop a management plan, including an implementation plan that meets
that intent.

2.0

History of the LSWC

The Lower Silvertip Wildlife Corridor is 78.2 hectares. It runs from the Harvie Heights Habitat
Patch in the west to the eastern edge of the Silvertip property near Cougar Creek in the east
(Figure 1). It was designed to be an ungulate movement corridor. Its purpose was to allow elk,
deer, and bighorn sheep unimpaired movement pathways across the Silvertip development
between habitat patches near Harvie Heights and on the east side of Cougar Creek (McCallum
and Paquet, 1997).
In 1992, Banff National Park published The Preservation of Wildlife Populations in the Bow Valley,
Alberta: A Banff National Park Proposal to Neighbouring Municipalities. The report identified two
corridors that transected the Silvertip and Eagle Terrace Properties. The western part of the
LSWC (i.e., the portion of the corridor west of Silvertip Trail), was originally owned primarily by
Canmore Alpine Development Company Ltd., now known as Stone Creek Properties Inc. (SCPI).
Today, land in the western LSWC is owned by SCPI, the Town of Canmore and the Province of
Alberta (See Figure 3).
The eastern end of the land designated as the LSWC, is protected under a conservation easement
granted to the Nature Conservancy of Canada in 1998 (purple patches in Figure 3). The title to
the lands protected by the easement are held by the Alberta Conservation Association (ACA)
and the Alberta Fish and Game Association (AFGA). The purpose of the easement was to protect
in perpetuity portions of wildlife corridors just west of Cougar Creek, running towards Silvertip
Trail. The main objectives of the conservation easement were to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

“maintain the land as a secondary corridor for ungulates and small to medium
sized carnivores;
facilitate movement of these animals through the corridor;
promote scenic, aesthetic and open space values;
maintain the land with the spirit and intent of the goals of wildlife protection;
promote public education relative to wildlife corridors; and,
monitor the efficacy of the easement as a wildlife corridor.”
(Golder, 1998, pg. 3)
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There is a second contiguous parcel of land east of the LSWC which is also protected under a
conservation easement with NCC on lands owned by the ACA (Figure 3), but only the western
parcel (purple cross hatching on figure) lies within the LSWC. The following is a list of current
owners of land within the LSWC:
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.0

Stone Creek Properties/Stone Creek Resorts/944095 Alberta Ltd.;
The Province of Alberta;
Alberta Conservation Association;
Town of Canmore; and,
Canmore Community Housing Corporation.
A number of individual homeowners in the various residential districts.

Design and Use of the Lower Silvertip Corridor

Based on a preliminary analysis of corridor width, length and human use in and around the LSWC,
the TPR for the Palliser EIS (Associated, 2017a, 2017b) concluded there was a need for further
analysis of the corridor’s functionality. The insights gained from such analyses were meant to
guide the development of mitigation measures by individual proponents, and a multi-jurisdictional
management plan for wildlife corridors in the Bow Valley.
A key question is what criteria should be used in order to determine a wildlife corridors’
functionality? Ideally, a corridors’ functionality would be examined with fine-scale data on habitat
use and movement pathways collected for multiple species over the life of the corridor in
question. Often this type of data is unavailable, so environmental managers and planners are
forced to use a combination of methods to understand if a wildlife corridor is functioning as
intended. In this desktop review, we use existing monitoring data to shed light on the use of the
LSWC by different wildlife species and humans. We also compare the corridor’s physical
characteristics to regionally accepted corridor design guidelines to understand the likelihood that
the corridor is functioning as expected (BCEAG, 2012).

Does the LSWC Meet BCEAG Corridor Guidelines?
The first set of BCEAG Wildlife Corridor and Habitat Patch Guidelines were published in 1999 and
updated in 2012. Their purpose was to provide “consistent, common ground rules for decision
making for all jurisdictions that adopt them” (BCEAG, 2012, pg.3) They were meant to be
minimum design standards for wildlife corridors and habitat patches in the Bow Valley. The initial
set of guidelines were based on the best available science and data on wildlife corridors and animal
movement. The results of the review in 2012 did not uncover any new information that suggested
a change was necessary to the minimum corridor design criteria first proposed in 1999 (BCEAG,
2012). The criteria used include corridor width, length, topography and vegetation cover (Table
1). Below we compare the dimensions of the LSWC to the 2012 BCEAG guidelines for multispecies wildlife corridors but also consider vegetation cover that would represent hiding cover
for wildlife and the slope of the LSWC as indicators of its functionality.
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Table 1

Minimum design standards for wildlife corridors according to the BCEAG (2012)
Guidelines. (Adapted from BCEAG 2012)

The BCEAG Guidelines have been the standard for designing and managing wildlife corridors
around Canmore since 1999. Unfortunately, they were not used in the planning of corridors
designed and established prior to 1999, including the LSWC which was established in
approximately 1994 (McCallum and Paquet, 1997).
Width and Length
Determining the adequate width of a wildlife corridor relative to its length is one of the central
challenges of wildlife corridor design (Rosenberg et al., 1997; Beier and Gregory, 2012; Cushman
et al., 2013). By the time there is a need to designate wildlife corridors in a region, it is highly
likely the landscape is already impacted by development and corridors are being located in what
relatively undisturbed habitat exists in that matrix, such as is the case for the Bow Valley.
The updated design criteria in the 2012 BCEAG Guidelines (2012) on corridor width and length
suggest that multi-species wildlife corridors should be at least 350 m wide for each 1 km of
corridor length. The LSWC does not adhere to this guidance (Table 2), as it is too narrow given
its length and it was designed as an ungulate corridor, not multi-species. The LSWC narrows
significantly at its eastern edge on lands currently held as a conservation easement by the ACA.
It is the dimensions of the LSWC that raised flags about the corridor’s functionality by the TPR
in 2017, leading to their recommendation for a closer examination of the LSWC relative to
corridor objectives and all BCEAG design guidelines.
Table 2
LSWC length and width as measured for the 2012 update to the BCEAG
Guidelines. For its length, the LSWC should be at least 819 m wide at its narrowest point.
(Adapted from BCEAG (2012)
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Vegetation Cover
Based on aerial image analysis, the LSWC contains a range of landscape cover types, of which
dense coniferous forest and tall shrubs which serve as hiding cover for ungulates (Table 3),
account for 41% of the total landcover. BCEAG design criteria suggest >40% hiding cover should
be present in a corridor, therefore there is sufficient hiding cover, on average, in the LSWC.
Table 3
2012)

Percentage of different land cover types within the LSWC. (Adapted from BCEAG

However, a more sophisticated analysis of hiding cover by Callaghan and Jevons (2004), which
calculated a rolling average of hiding cover across the LSWC, demonstrated the uneven
distribution of hiding cover within the corridor (Figure 4). The eastern half of the corridor has
the highest percentage of hiding cover, while hiding cover is more patchily distributed in the
western portion of the corridor that contains the Douglas Fir Trail. The western part of the
corridor consists primarily of a large ridge and three golf holes. On average the percentage of
hiding cover is lower in the western LSWC where human use is more prevalent and the need for
hiding cover more necessary.
The analysis by Callaghan and Jevons (2004) also demonstrated the complexity of the relationship
between hiding cover and wildlife use. Wolves and cougars preferred habitat with greater hiding
cover, while elk used habitats with a matrix of hiding cover and open foraging areas. Suggesting
that using hiding cover as a proxy measure of functionality is more complex than simply inferring
that more is better. Callaghan and Jevons (2004) showed there is an east-west gradient in percent
hiding cover with the west half of the LSWC consisting of less hiding cover overall because it
represents a matrix of small patches with varying amounts of vegetation cover. While the east
half of the LSWC has relatively high percentage of hiding cover with less open areas.
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Figure 4
2004)

Distribution of hiding cover in the LSWC. (Adapted from Callaghan and Jevons

Slope
Based on the analysis of Digital Elevation Models (DEM) in 2011, the LSWC was found, on
average, to consist of slopes between 0 and 25 degrees which meets the criteria of ‘Flat” defined
in BCEAG Guidelines. Slopes below 25 degrees are thought to be optimal for wildlife movement
in the Bow Valley (BCEAG, 2012, pg. 8). The average slope of the LWSC satisfies the BCEAG
design criteria (Table 4).
Table 4

Percentage of the LWSC with slopes <25 degrees. (Adapted from BCEAG 2012)

However, to anyone that has walked, run, or biked along the Douglas Fir Trail it appears as
though at least some areas inside the corridor have slopes > 25 degrees, even though the BCEAG
calculations suggest all slopes inside the LSWC are all < 25 degrees. The BCEAG calculations
used a DEM with a resolution of ~30 m. We posit that a DEM with a smaller resolution (i.e., <30
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m,at 1:50000) may be more accurate at detecting the relatively steep slopes inside the corridor
that are apparent to anyone that has traversed the Douglas Fir Trail.
To examine this possibility, we conducted a slope analysis using a DEM based on Lidar data
provided by the Town of Canmore which had a 1 m resolution. The data was high enough
resolution to identify the steep slopes on the edge of sand traps on the golf course. This analysis
showed that 58% (45 ha) of the land in the LSWC had slopes <25 degrees, but 42% (33.1 ha) had
slopes >25 degrees (Figure 5), confirming the ‘eyeball test’ that some parts (e.g., slopes along the
Douglas Fir Trail) were steeper than 25 degrees. Much of the flat land in the western portion of
the LSWC is occupied by golf course or is located on the edge of the corridor adjacent to
developed areas and areas slated for future development.
Summary
Of the four corridor design criteria defined by the BCEAG (Table 2), width, length, slope,
vegetation cover, the LSWC only barely meets the vegetation cover criteria (i.e., >40% hiding
cover). The hiding cover is not uniformly distributed in small patches throughout the length of
the corridor. Rather the east end of the corridor is essentially one large patch of hiding cover.
The spatial distribution of hiding cover has implications for the distribution of elk. Monitoring
data suggests that a matrix of smaller patches of open areas and hiding cover are preferred by
elk (Callaghan and Jevons (2004). It is possible a matrix of smaller patches of open areas and
hiding cover is preferred by elk. Even in rugged landscapes, preference for open foraging areas is
one of the main factors influencing elk habitat selection (Killeen et al., 2014).
The LSWC is not flat as previously measured (BCEAG, 2012), but contains a mixture of flat areas
(<25 degree slopes) and steep slopes (>25 degree slopes) (Figure 5). Given that the slopes along
the Douglas Fir Trail are parallel to the LSWC boundaries, they may not serve as a deterrent to
animal movement. However, the steep slopes running north-south, or perpendicular to the
corridor boundaries, on the east side Silvertip Trail could impede animal movement and serve to
funnel wildlife north onto the golf course or south onto Benchlands Trail.
While the LSWC does not meet all of the BCEAG design criteria for a multi-species corridor, it
can be considered a Secondary Wildlife Corridor (BCEAG, 2012), which do not have the same
design criteria but still play a role in facilitating animal movement in and around Canmore. We
discuss this further in Section 4.0.
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Wildlife Use of the LSWC
There is a long history of wildlife monitoring in and around the LSWC. There was a preconstruction period when regional biologists identified wildlife habitat and movement corridors
across the property, a construction period from 1994 to 2005 when a large proportion of
development occurred at the site, and a post-construction period (Lee et al., 2010, pg. 6). The
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post-construction period spans from 2006 to present, but does not necessarily imply all
construction is complete, just that the bulk of construction activity took place prior to 2005.
During the period from 1994 to 2009 SCPI was primarily responsible for collecting wildlife and
human use information as part of their environmental management of the Silvertip property. Since
2010, monitoring has moved to a 3-year cycle with winter track and pellet surveys being
completed in 2013 and 2017 (Matrix Solutions, 2017).
The SCPI monitoring efforts focused on wildlife winter habitat use, utilizing a series of 10 belt
transects spread between the eastern boundary of Banff National Park to an area east of Cougar
Creek (Figure 6). Each transect ran from low elevation near the TransCanada Highway to the
northeast across the Harvie Heights Habitat Patch, the Silvertip property, and the Indian Flats
Habitat Patch east of Cougar Creek.

Figure 6
Sampling transect distribution in the Canmore Benchlands, including across the
Silvertip property and the LSWC. (Adapted from Lee et al. 2010)
Each transect was monitored after snowfalls for wildlife and human use. Data gathered included
the number of wildlife or human tracks crossing each transect and backtracking data, where
individual animal tracks were followed from the point where they crossed a transect to
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understand animal movement through the area. The transects were also used to conduct pellet
surveys in May/June in order to supplement the winter tracking data.
Ungulates
The first year of monitoring following the start of construction activities on the Silvertip property
in 1994 reported an 82% decline in elk pellet groups and a 60% decline for deer relative to preconstruction conditions (McCallum and Paquet, 1995). In 1995, monitoring results suggest a
continued decline in ungulate pellet groups compared to pre-construction conditions, but the
decline was not as severe as the previous year, and while there was a general shift in ungulate
use to higher elevations, it was still concluded that there was relatively high levels of use in the
LSWC by ungulates (McCallum and Paquet, 1996).
In 1999, SCPI and Alberta Environment and Parks (AEP) took over monitoring activities utilizing
the belt transect methods described above. Initial analysis of the data from 1999-2003 showed
that elk and deer used the LSWC extensively (Callaghan and Jevons, 2004). Deer preferred areas
with less rugged habitat, closer to trails, while elk preferred areas with lower amounts of hiding
cover. Callaghan and Jevons (2004) noted that deer and elk are tolerant of human activity and
are “not easily displaced from areas of high human activity” (Callaghan and Jevons, 2004, pg. 26).
Backtracking data demonstrated that both elk and deer used the LSWC for movement (Figures
7 and 8). The most recent monitoring data from SCPI in 2017, based on winter track surveys and
spring pellet group surveys, showed elk continue to utilize the LSWC, particularly the portion
west of Silvertip Road.
Reporting on 10 years of monitoring data (1999 to 2009), Lee et al. (2010) found that activity
indices showed high levels of deer and elk use in the LSWC, particularly in and around the
Silvertip Golf Course in winter. These patterns of use were consistent over time. Lee et al. (2010)
also reported periodic use of the LSWC by bighorn sheep, although they occurred much less
frequently than deer and elk.
More detailed information on elk movement and occurrence in the LSWC is available from a
study conducted between 2008 and 2011 (Edwards, 2013). Edwards (2013) used satellite
telemetry collars on 18 elk from October 2008 to August 2011 to examine differences in home
range size and habitat selection in urban versus rural elk. Collars stayed on each elk between 1
month to 2 years. Elk locations were recorded every hour. Average home range size of the
collared elk was 4.24 km2 (sd = 1.4 km2) (Figure 9). For the purposes of this report we analysed
a subset of the telemetry data, 6 of the 18 collared animals, to assess elk movement through the
LSWC and surrounding areas. These 6 elk were chosen because their home ranges overlapped
with the LSWC.
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Figure 7
Elk movement paths (orange lines) across the Silvertip property, including the
LSWC (white polygon) and USWC (blue polygon). Paths based on winter snowtracking data
gathered between 1998 and 2004.
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Figure 8
White tailed and Mule Deer movement paths (red lines) across the Silvertip
property, including the LSWC (white polygon) and USWC (blue polygon). Paths based on winter
snowtracking data gathered between 1998 and 2006.
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Figure 9
Elk home ranges (coloured polygons) in the Bow Valley around Canmore. The
LSWC is shown for reference. Home ranges based on satellite telemetry data of elk gathered
between 2009 and 2011.
The elk whose home range overlapped the LSWC spent 7% of their total time north of the Trans
Canada Highway (2553 of 36384 total locations). The majority of their time was spent south of
the TransCanada Highway in and around the Canmore Golf Club, the South Canmore Habitat
Patch and the Three Sisters Mountain Village (TSMV) lands.
To further explore patterns in elk use and movement in and around the LSWC we sorted all elk
locations north of the TransCanada Highway by what area they occurred in (Figure 10). These
included the LSWC, USWC, the Silvertip property (which is a mix of golf course and urban
development), the Harvie Heights Habitat Patch, and the remaining Developed areas, consisting
of urban, light industrial and transportation corridors.
When north of the TransCanada Highway, elk spend 38% of their time in densely developed
areas and along the TransCanada Highway (Table 5; Figure 10). They spend 22% of their time in
the LSWC, but only 5% and 10% of their time in the USWC and Harvie Heights Habitat Patch
respectively. In total, elk spend 47% of their time north of the TransCanada Highway in the LSWC
and on the Silvertip property. The telemetry data also shows that elk use the LSWC primarily
between November and March.
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Figure 10
Elk locations (orange dots) north of TransCanada Highway and areas used to
examine relative use of wildlife corridors by elk based on satellite telemetry locations from 2009
to 2011.
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Table 5
Number of elk telemetry locations in the Upper and Lower Silvertip Wildlife
Corridors relative to other adjacent areas north of the TransCanada Highway in Canmore, AB.
Area

# Locations

% Locations North
of TC Highway

Avg. Step Length (m)

Harvie Heights Habitat Patch

261

10%

250 (sd = 365)

Developed

962

38%

200 (sd = 299)

Silvertip Property

643

25%

133 (sd = 156)

Lower Silvertip Wildlife Corridor

569

22%

145 (sd = 197)

Upper Silvertip Wildlife Corridor

118

5%

224 (sd = 354)

The movement pathways depicted in Figure 11 below shows elk move through the LSWC. The
elk locations in the LSWC were recorded primarily from November to March, particularly in
those areas west of Silvertip Trail. East of Silvertip Trail it appears as though elk do not use the
corridor as much and instead move north onto the golf course or south onto Benchlands Trail.
It is possible the steep slope that runs north-south east of Silvertip Trail (See discussion in Section
3.1.3) is deflecting elk from moving east-west through the LSWC, which could contribute to the
lower use observed in the eastern part of the LSWC. The telemetry data is in line with the
patterns observed in the winter backtracking data for elk.
The telemetry data also reveals that the distance between successive relocations (i.e., step length)
is shorter in the LSWC and on the Silvertip Property in general, than it is in other adjacent areas
north of the TransCanada Highway. This means elk inside the corridor and on Silvertip Property
move shorter distances, or slower, compared to when they are in other areas north of the
TransCanada Highway, including the USWC. This suggests elk are potentially using parts of the
LSWC (e.g., golf course) both for movement and as a habitat patch. As we will see below,
carnivores in this area are found more frequently in the Harvie Heights Habitat Patch and the
USWC than in the LSWC. As a result, the ungulates are also potentially using the LSWC and
Silvertip Property as a predator refuge.
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Figure 11
Elk movement paths based on satellite telemetry data for individuals whose home
range overlaps the LSWC, gathered between 2008 and 2011. There is a slope > 25 degrees on
the east side of Silvertip Road (red polygon) that runs north-south across the corridor which
appears to deflect elk movement out of the LSWC impeding movement between the eastern and
western halves of the corridor. Instead of traversing the steep slope elk are deflected south
towards Benchlands Trail, or north onto the Silvertip Golf Course. Future development of the
Silvertip Property (e.g. Block 10 Subdivision) could limit elk movement north out of the LSWC
east of the steep slope, or alternatively create a cul-de-sac on the golf course limiting access for
elk back into the eastern portion of the LSWC.
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Large Carnivores
Evidence of LSWC use by large carnivores is extremely limited. The LSWC is used only
periodically by wolves and cougars, and we were unable to find monitoring evidence of bears
using the LSWC.
Backtracking and telemetry data showed a limited use in the LSWC by cougars (Figure 12), who
appear to spend the majority of their time in Harvie Heights and Indian Flats Habitat Patches and
use the USWC to move between them.

Figure 12
Cougar movement paths through the Silvertip property, including the LSWC
(white polygon) and USWC (blue polygon). Movement path based on telemetry data (red line)
collected during the winter of 2000/2001 from one cougar and backtracking data (pink lines)
collected from 1998 to 2004.
Wolves generally avoid areas such as the LSWC that are in or immediately adjacent to human
developments and trails (Lee et al. 2010; Rogala et al., 2011). Wolf activity near the Silvertip
property occurs primarily at higher elevations, away from human developments, as a result most
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wolf activity is concentrated in the Harvie Heights Habitat Patch and USWC (Figure 13). The
only evidence of wolf use in the LSWC was a single occurrence, based on backtracking data, in
2001.

Figure 13
Wolf movement paths (yellow line) through the Silvertip property, including the
LSWC (white polygon) and USWC (blue polygon). Movement paths based on backtracking data
collected during the winter from 2000 to 2008.
SCPI monitoring data does not account for seasonal use of the LSWC by grizzly or black bears
as monitoring activities were focused in the winter and early spring. Understanding when and
how bears utilize the LSWC is a gap that could provide important insights into how to manage
human use and potentially negative human-wildlife interactions because overlaps between
increased human use and bear activity occur in late spring and summer. Telemetry data from AEP
on a single grizzly bear showed that it avoided the LSWC as it moved around Canmore (Figure
14). As part of the monitoring done for the Human Use Management Review (HUMR), as of fall
2019 there is now one wildlife camera somewhere in the LSWC which may be able to begin
informing us about mammal use in the corridor across seasons.
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Figure 14
Grizzly bear #102 telemetry data from June 2008 shows this bear avoided the
LSWC, instead using the USWC to move past the Silvertip property.
Data on smaller carnivores (e.g. coyote, lynx, marten) habitat use and movement in the LSWC is
extremely limited. There was no evidence of movement through the LSWC by lynx or marten
from 1999 to 2009, although marten tracks were observed in the Harvie Heights habitat patch
immediately west of the LSWC. Lee et al. (2010) showed that coyote activity in the LSWC was
relatively high, likely because coyotes are particularly tolerant of human presence and
development (Poessel et al., 2017).
Summary
Based on almost two decades of monitoring data from SCPI, including areas inside the LSWC,
there is evidence that ungulates continue to use the corridor. It is likely used simultaneously for
movement and as a habitat patch. The west half of the LSWC and the Silvertip golf course are
likely attractive to elk because of their mix of open habitats interspersed with patches of hiding
cover. It does appear that elk movement through the eastern half of the corridor is impeded in
part by a steep slope that runs north-south through the corridor east of Silvertip Trail. Analysis
of elk telemetry data suggests the slope deflects elk north onto the Silvertip golf course and south
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of the LSWC onto Benchlands Trail. These are potential issues that will need to be addressed by
future management actions to find solutions that keep the elk inside the LSWC as opposed to
moving south into developed areas by Eagle Terrace and beyond, or north into a potential culde-sac as more development occurs on the Silvertip property (e.g., Block 10 subdivision) (See
Section 5.0 for Recommendations).
Even though ungulates frequent the LSWC, they do not appear to attract large carnivores, who
are significantly more sensitive to human use and development than ungulates. The low levels of
carnivore use in the LSWC is less of a concern in terms of the functionality of the corridor
because it was never meant to be a multi-species corridor. Sampling across all seasons would
present a more complete picture of large carnivore use of the LSWC to guide management
actions aimed at controlling human use and ultimately negative human-wildlife interactions inside
the corridor.

Human Use of the LSWC
Managing human use and development in and around Canmore was one of the primary
motivations for designing and implementing the wildlife corridor network in the region. Increased
human activity in the mid-90s led to a decline in ungulate use of the Silvertip property after
construction began, subsequent monitoring data and analyses (up to 2017) demonstrates that
ungulates still utilize the LSWC. Increasing human use continues to be a challenge in the
management of all wildlife corridors around Canmore, and was the motivation behind the Human
Use Management Review (HUMR) which began in 2013 when Council passed a motion “with
direction that a stakeholder group be established by Administration to receive input and advice
on addressing the community-wide issue of human use in wildlife corridors and habitat patches”.
(Town of Canmore, 2015, pg. 1).
Direct monitoring of human use in the LSWC is limited. Lee et al. (2010) analyzed 10 years of
winter backtracking data which showed relatively high levels of human use, particularly in the
LSWC east of Silvertip Trail. (Figure 15). Winter use is highest in the eastern portion of the
corridor, but human use also occurs in the western portion. It appears human use does occur in
winter in the LSWC despite a seasonal closure being in place for the Douglas Fir Trail. The
seasonal closure has not been well communicated to trail users, and there is little/no signage in
place identifying the closure to trail users. The multi-jurisdictional nature of the trail (which
crosses Town of Canmore, Alberta Parks, and SCPI lands) complicates application of the seasonal
closure. This calls into question just how effective the seasonal closure is in the western part of
the corridor. However, the differential use could also be related to the access and proximity to
residential areas. The eastern portion of the corridor, where the conservation easements are
located, has private residences that back directly onto the LSWC, whereas the western half of
the LSWC requires climbing steep slopes to access the trail in the corridor.
Spatial analysis of disturbance features completed by BCEAG showed the proliferation of nondesignated recreational trails in the LSWC (See Table 6). There is a single designated seasonal
trail that is ~2.4 km long called the Douglas Fir Trail through the western portion of the LSWC.
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There are also 7.1 km of non-designated recreational trails located nearest the western and
eastern edges of the LSWC (Figure 16). The proliferation of non-designated trails and ongoing
increases in human use (e.g. unsanctioned disc golf course holes) present major challenges to
corridor functionality that will have to be addressed in the future.
Qualitative data on recreational trail use in the LSWC can be downloaded from the fitness app
Strava (Figure 17). The heat map of recreational use (e.g., running and cycling) shows most use
occurs on designated trails in the corridor, except in the eastern portion of the corridor where
a network of designated and non-designated trails are used.

Figure 15
al. 2010)

Human use during winter in the Canmore-Benchlands area. (Adapted from Lee et
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Table 6
Amount of linear and non-linear anthropogenic disturbances in the LSWC.
(Adapted from BCEAG 2012)

Figure 16
the LSWC.

Designated (purple dashed lines) and non-designated (yellow dashed lines) trails in
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Figure 17
Heat map of recreational trail use as recorded by the Strava app on designated
and non-designated trails in the LSWC. Though qualitative, most use in the LSWC occurs on
designated trails, except towards the western end where non-designated trails are used to access
the trail network from the West Palliser area. Most non-designated trail use occurs in the eastern
portion of the corridor, although it appears in roughly equal proportion to use of the designated
trails in that area.
Summary
To our knowledge, the snow tracking data and Strava heat map are the only available information
on human use in the LSWC. Trail counters and wildlife cameras have been deployed in the USWC
but were not deployed in the LSWC (Lee et al. 2010; AEP, 2019, Pers. comm.). In other wildlife
corridors around Canmore, including the USWC, human use accounts for 94% of camera events.
This means that humans use the land 20 times more than wildlife (AEP, 2019, Pers. comm.).
Further, 60% of all dog walking related pictures included off-leash dogs, this means less people
walk their dogs on-leash than off in the wildlife corridors surrounding Canmore. Given predicted
population increases in Canmore generally, and the Silvertip area specifically, human use of the
LSWC likely has been increasing over the last 10 years and is likely to continue to increase unless
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more intensive management action is implemented by all stakeholders, including the Town of
Canmore, ACA, Stone Creek Properties and AEP.

History of Management Activity in the LSWC
The lands that make up the LSWC are classified into a number of different land use districts:
• WC (Wildlands conservation)
• DC 20(Z)93 SilverTip Golf Course Direct Control District
• DC 14(Z) 95 SilverTip Golf Course Direct Control District
• ED (Environmental District)
• R3
And as outlined in Section 2.0, the lands are held by a number of different owners (Table 7). The
range of land use designations means multiple management approaches are applied throughout
the LSWC, and the range of landowners means that collaboration and coordination is required
to implement management actions for the entire corridor.
Table 7
Percent area of LSWC by landowner /management organization. (Adapted from
BCEAG 2012)

The two principal documents guiding wildlife corridor management by the Town of Canmore, at
this time, are the 2007 Silvertip Area Structure Plan (ASP)(SCPI, 2007) and the 2012 BCEAG
Corridor Design Guidelines. The Silvertip ASP contains a detailed set of environmental
protection policies. The list contains a comprehensive set of instructions for managing and
monitoring wildlife corridors within the ASP area which includes the Upper and Lower Silvertip
Corridors. For example, the ASP states that stakeholders (e.g., SCPI, Town of Canmore,
provincial and federal agencies, other landowners) “shall” work together “to have all land within
the wildlife corridors protected in perpetuity” (SCPI, 2007, pg. 18). There is also another policy
that states “[w]ithin 18 months of third reading being provided to this Area Structure Plan, a
conservation easement shall be registered against the private golf course lands (Block 2, Plan 931
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2238) within the lower wildlife corridor” (SCPI, 2007, pg. 20). To the best of our knowledge the
suggested easements have not been completed for the entire LSWC. To date, the ACA
conservation easement protects 33.9 ha or 43.5% of the land in the LSWC (Table 7). When
added to the provincial and municipal protected lands, 57.2 ha or 73.3 % of the land within the
LSWC are legally protected for conservation purposes in perpetuity, and 23.5% of the land
remaining in private hands.
The ASP also contains provisions that allow the Town of Canmore to manage trail use or closure
within wildlife corridors. Currently there is a seasonal closure (December 1 to June 1) of the
Douglas Fir Trail that runs through the LSWC west of Silvertip Trail. However, it is unclear how
effective this closure has been. As noted in Figure 15 above, based on winter backtracking data,
there is evidence of human use along this trail during the closure period. Furthermore, to our
knowledge, there is virtually no signage indicating the trail is seasonally closed and no bylaw
enforcement efforts have yet to be directed towards maintaining the seasonal closure (Town of
Canmore, Pers. comm.).
The ASP also contains policies describing monitoring requirements for the site. According to the
ASP, SCPI “will continue to maintain wildlife movement within the corridors contained within
the Plan Area. Once Silvertip reaches full build-out, as specified in this Area Structure Plan, SCPI
will have fulfilled its responsibility and the monitoring program will be assumed by the Province.”
(SCPI, 2007, pg. 18) At this time Silvertip is not at full build-out, as the Block 10 subdivision has
not been completed, although development plans for this area and others on the property are
currently being developed. Further clarification regarding responsibility of future monitoring in
the LSWC is needed. It is not clear why the Province of Alberta would become the party
responsible for monitoring on lands within the jurisdiction of the Town of Canmore, or even if
the Province is aware this is to become their responsibility at some point in the future.
The BCEAG Corridor Design Guidelines (1999, 2012) also include guidance on managing
human/recreational uses in wildlife corridors, and is the principal document used to manage and
maintain the functionality of wildlife corridors in and around Canmore by multiple jurisdictions,
including the Town of Canmore. The BCEAG guidelines include definitions of acceptable land use
activities within wildlife corridors and habitat patches. These include scientific research,
designated recreational trails that run perpendicular to the direction of the corridor, linear
service corridors, vegetation management (e.g., fire and weed control), and wildlife habitat
management. Trails that run lengthwise through the interior of a wildlife corridor are not
recommended. The BCEAG guidance also includes recommended setbacks from the edge of
corridors of 20 m for residential units, and 40 m for commercial developments.
The BCEAG guidance surrounding trail development and use appear to be ineffectual, as nondesignated trails have proliferated in the LSWC (See Section 3.3). Recent camera monitoring
completed by Alberta Environment and Parks (AEP) demonstrates that human use is high and
growing in corridors around Canmore (AEP, 2019, Pers. comm.). Unfortunately, this dataset does
not include information on the LSWC. Human use is also associated with high levels of off leash
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dogs in the corridors which can impede wildlife movement and increase the likelihood of negative
human-wildlife interactions (BVH-WCR, 2018).
In 2012, the Town of Canmore commissioned TERA Environmental Consultants to provide
guidance for trails and management of human recreation in the West Palliser area (TERA, 2012),
which includes the parts of the LSWC west of Silvertip Trail. The objective of this report was to
“assist the Town of Canmore in planning recreational trail networks in the South Canmore and
West Palliser areas that consider and facilitate the protection of wildlife habitat and wildlife
movement” (TERA, 2012, pg. 1). It is our understanding that the Town of Canmore has not
implemented the recommendations of this report or invested in human use management
implementation in the West Palliser area to date (Town of Canmore, Pers. comm.).
Lands in the eastern part of the LSWC which are protected under a conservation easement are
currently managed by the ACA and NCC, who have put considerable effort and funds into
managing the easements over the last 15 years (ACA, 2020, Pers. comm.). They have conducted
annual site inspection surveys since 2008, cleaned up wind-thrown and hazard trees, and
conducted pine beetle management (2009, 2014, 2015, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020), removed illegal
human infrastructure (e.g., removal of luge track, forts, ziplines and bike ramps). They have also
made efforts to reduce the proliferation of non-designated trails and placed signage to increase
education about the wildlife corridor. These efforts were met with sign vandalism and continued
use of non-designated trails.
Recently the ACA (2019) released a discussion paper stating, “they have determined the property
is no longer suitable as a wildlife corridor and would like to transfer the west parcel to the Town
of Canmore to be managed as park or green/open space by their parks department” (ACC /
NCC, 2019, pg. 1). Aside from management challenges of their easements, the ACA/NCC have
also determined these easements no longer fit within their broader organizational mandates. They
have now entered into discussions with the Town, and other stakeholders, about potentially
transferring these easements to the Town of Canmore and Alberta. These conversations are
ongoing and the results of this review will also help inform these discussions.
Summary
Given the recreational pressure the regional corridor network is experiencing, data specific to
the LSWC is needed in order to guide management of human use and recreational opportunities
within the corridor to ensure its long-term effectiveness for wildlife. Flexibility in adherence to
BCEAG guidance is also necessary to stop the proliferation of non-designated trails and
recreational activities inside wildlife corridors. Finding a balance between wildlife and human use
is critical to ensuring the LSWC remains viable for wildlife. This challenge is not new to Canmore
or stakeholders in the regional corridor network, but finding solutions is becoming increasingly
critical with each passing year as the Town grows and human use increases.
The efforts of ACA/NCC with education and trail closure were unsuccessful. However, there is
evidence from other corridors in the region (e.g. USWC), that trail closures can be successful in
directing human use to designated trails inside wildlife corridors (Lee et al. 2010; John P. pers
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comm 2019). Closing non-designated trails and improving access to the western end of the LSWC
as recommended in 2012 (TERA, 2012) will be necessary. As is the implementation of a
designated trail network in the eastern portion of the LSWC.
While it is difficult to determine how effective education efforts alone have been in changing
entrenched patterns of human use, it should still be a component of a multi-faceted approach to
managing human use of corridors and improving their functionality for wildlife. Education,
increased bylaw enforcement, and designing a trail network that satisfies the diverse
user base of Canmore, are just a few of the tools that need to be developed and
implemented to ensure the long-term efficacy of the LSWC. This will not happen
overnight, but instead will take a prolonged, collaborative effort by all stakeholders, to develop
and implement monitoring and management approaches that inform management action, satisfy
recreational users, change human behaviour, and determine the effectiveness of mitigation efforts
for wildlife movement (See Section 5.0 and Appendix A).

4.0

Is the Lower Silvertip Corridor Functioning as Intended?

The original intent of the LSWC was to facilitate wildlife movement across the lower portion of
the Silvertip property, particularly for ungulate species such as elk, deer and bighorn sheep. Even
though human use and related disturbance has increased over time inside the LSWC, the wildlife
species it was intended for still utilize it (Lee et al., 2010; Edwards, 2013, Matrix Solutions, 2017),
although likely not in the same numbers as prior to construction of the golf course and residential
developments (McCallum and Paquet, 1997).
LSWC corridor structure satisfies only one (i.e., Hiding Cover >40%) of the BCEAG (2012)
design guidelines for a multi-species corridor. It does not adhere to BCEAG guideline design
criteria on width, length, and contains slopes >25 degrees that could impede wildlife movement
through the corridor. Although the LSWC violates BCEAG design criteria, it is important to
remember that those design criteria are meant to define the requirements for multi-species
corridors such as the USWC, or the TSMV Along Valley Corridor. According to BCEAG the
LSWC can be classified as a Secondary Wildlife Corridor:
“wildlife corridors that do not meet the minimum requirements of a multispecies corridor, such as length and width, though they still provide some
corridor function (i.e., connectivity and linkages to larger habitat patches).
Secondary wildlife corridors have been constrained by existing developments,
physical landscape features or other human related infrastructure that act as
barriers to movement.” (BCEAG, 2012, pg. 4)
In updating their corridor guidelines in 2012, BCEAG recognized the utility of Secondary Wildlife
Corridors for species more habituated to human activity (e.g., elk & deer) than those that are
wary of humans (e.g. large carnivores).
The LSWC was originally designed using the best available scientific information on wildlife habitat
and movement on the Silvertip property in the early 1990s (McCallum and Paquet, 1997). The
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scientific information was used to develop mitigation measures to avoid and reduce impacts of
development, including the protection of habitat linkages and dispersal corridors across the
property. Based on these recommendations the developer modified the layout of the golf course
and housing areas adjacent to the wildlife corridor (McCallum and Paquet, 1997). The original
intent of the LSWC was as a corridor for ungulates, so the fact that it does not adhere to the
BCEAG design criteria for a multi-species corridor does not detract from its original purpose. It
remains a functional Secondary Wildlife Corridor according to BCEAG (2012).
Finally, it is likely that the increase in human disturbance and activity in the LSWC since the mid90s is compromising the habitat quality inside the corridor (McCallum and Paquet, 1997). Despite
this, the species the corridor was primarily intended for such as elk and deer, are generally
tolerant of human presence on the landscape (Lee et al., 2010; REF XYZ), which is why they
continued to use the LSWC as human activity increased (See Section 3.2.1). However, simply
because elk and deer continue to use the LSWC is not a sufficient justification for allowing human
activity in the corridors to continue increasing unabated. Management action is required to
improve conditions within the corridor to ensure wildlife have movement pathways through the
Silvertip property in perpetuity and to limit negative human-wildlife interactions. This is especially
important as development along corridor boundaries increases (e.g. Block 10 subdivision and
future employee housing on Town and SCPI lands).
Given the perceived importance of the corridors in and around Canmore, they have been the
focus of relatively intensive study and monitoring since the 1990s. Unfortunately, gaps remain in
our knowledge about the functionality of wildlife corridors in the Bow Valley and the impacts
they face from increasing human use. It is clear that data collection on corridor functionality in
the region is unable to keep up with the range of questions being generated as development and
human activities encroach on the existing corridors. For example, although monitoring has been
done in the LSWC since it was first designed, the data collection has occurred almost entirely
during the winter months, and so insights into wildlife use of the LSWC in non snow-covered
months is limited. There is a need to expand monitoring data to better understand wildlife and
human use across all seasons in the LSWC, and to determine the effectiveness of BCEAG
guidelines or other management actions inside local wildlife corridors and habitat patches. This
information can be used to guide education, bylaw enforcement and future management actions
in the corridor (e.g., trail closures and realignment). Management action in the LSWC will require
input from all stakeholders to reach workable outcomes and in some sense can be viewed as a
test case for management of all corridors in the regional network.
We see no ecological reason at this time to change the status of a designated wildlife corridor
and re-designate the lands in that area as a park or green space. By re-designating a wildlife
corridor to other land uses suggests to stakeholders that human access and recreation in wildlife
corridors is unmanageable which would call into question the ability of sustaining the ecological
integrity of the corridor network in the Bow Valley. Even if the LWSC was re-designated as a
green space, both human and wildlife use of the corridor would still need to be actively managed
in order to limit negative human-wildlife interactions. Given the varied land ownership within the
corridor and the lack of conservation easements covering the entire LSWC as recommended in
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the Silvertip ASP (SCPI, 2007), it is our opinion that it is better to keep the LSWC as a designated
wildlife corridor and focus on adaptively managing wildlife use, human use and recreation moving
forward.

5.0

Management Recommendations and Next Steps

The draft Terms of Reference (ToR) for this study called for the completion of a management
plan to accompany the evaluation of corridor functionality. During the review of the ToR multiple
reviewers commented that it was difficult to develop a management plan before all the
stakeholders had viewed the report, as a result we did not develop a full, detailed management
plan for the LSWC. Implementing a management plan for the LSWC is complicated by the number
of stakeholders and range of land use designations on the lands within the corridor. Making
effective management decisions will require the input and support of all stakeholders. As a result:
1. We recommend developing a committee of LSWC landowners and other
relevant stakeholders (i.e., Town of Canmore, SCPI, AEP, ACA, NCC) to
guide, implement and evaluate management actions in the LSWC over the
long term. A Terms of Reference for the Management Committee will need to be
developed and approved so all committee members work collaboratively towards a
common set of goals for the corridor, and a process for decision-making will need to be
formalized so management actions can be selected and implemented in a timely manner
when required.
Next we outline a series of steps we think the Town of Canmore can undertake immediately as
the LSWC Management Committee is being developed. They represent outstanding
recommendations on how to manage wildlife and human use in the LSWC from previous reports
commissioned by the Town of Canmore or are based on the findings of this report:
2. Implement the closure of non-designated trails, and designation of new trails,
at the western end of the LSWC as detailed in the report Recommendations
for trails and management of recreational use for the Town of Canmore: South
Canmore and West Palliser (Tera Environmental, 2012).
3. Implement the recommendations for the LSWC outlined in the Open Spaces
& Trails Plan (Town of Canmore, 2015b). These include rehabilitating the eroded
connector trails at the east end of the Douglas Fir trail. The other is to designate official
trail connections between Eagle Terrace and Silvertip. This could be done in conjunction
with recommendation #4 above.
4. We recommend the Town of Canmore ensure the future Block 10 Subdivision
has mitigations in place to limit direct access from private homes into the
LSWC, and in collaboration with ACA/NCC, explore what options are
available to manage access into the LSWC from Eagle Terrace . Ideally, public
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access into the corridor should be limited to a few designated access points. Currently
many unauthorized trails extend directly from existing private lots into the corridor
Managing access into the corridor is a key step in reducing trail density in the eastern
portion of the corridor.
Our final set of recommendations are not meant to be implemented immediately. Based on
the findings of this report we think they are important actions, but the nature of the
management action, and probability of success will be higher if input and collaboration among
all LSWC stakeholders is considered.
5. Address wildlife movement issues stemming from the steep slope east of
Silvertip Road. This slope appears to limit movement by ungulates east-west through
the corridor. Solutions will need to address the filtering effect of the slope on animal
movement to reduce wildlife access to Benchlands Trail to the south or the Silvertip Golf
Course to the north. For example:
•

Strategically placed sections of wildlife fencing could be used to keep elk from
accessing Benchlands Trail as they traverse the LSWC.

•

Habitat enhancements could be done within the corridor to facilitate more use by elk.
Improved foraging conditions or movement pathways could increase elk use.
Increasing the attractiveness and functionality of the LSWC will become more
important in the future as wildlife fencing excludes animals from other preferred
habitats in Canmore (e.g. Centennial Park; Three Sisters Mountain Village).

These actions should be guided by the LSWC Management Committee.
6. Reduce trail density in the eastern portion of the LSWC. Approaches could
include developing single use trails such as a pedestrian pathway and a singletrack corridor
for mountain biking. The key would be to create designated trails that satisfy users needs
while lowering overall trail density in the LSWC. ACA has previously tried closing nondesignated trails but this had limited success which is why we are recommending exploring
multiple single use trails to satisfy users in order to reduce non-designated trail use. These
actions should be guided by the LSWC Management Committee.
7. Implement year-round monitoring within the LSWC. This recommendation does
not need to occur immediately. There is enough information to undertake some
management actions. However, at some point in the future it will be necessary to assess
the current functionality of the corridor for wildlife movement, levels of human use, and
effectiveness of management actions. A rigorous monitoring program will be required,
something that has not be done for the LSWC to date. In Appendix A, we describe a
monitoring program designed to gather information across seasons on wildlife and human
use in the LSWC. This monitoring design can be scaled up to include other areas as
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required. Several of the recommendations above can be implemented without gathering
any additional data. But we think monitoring has a place in guiding management decision
making and any other management actions that have been put in place to improve corridor
functionality.

6.0

Conclusion

The purpose of this report was to examine the functionality of the LSWC and make a
recommendation on how it should be managed into the future. Although there are gaps in field
data collection inside the LSWC (e.g., lack of seasonal use data), and there is evidence that human
use and associated disturbance (e.g., non-designated trails) at the site has caused a decline in
wildlife use since the Silvertip property was developed (McCallum and Paquet 1997). Existing
monitoring data indicates the corridor is still used by ungulates, which was its original intent.
Given that the original goal for the LSWC was to serve as an ungulate corridor across the Silvertip
property, we recommend the LSWC remain a wildlife corridor and be managed accordingly,
relative to municipal and provincial regulatory requirements. Further, we recommend, in
collaboration with other stakeholders, implementation of a wildlife camera monitoring program
(See Appendix A) to guide the development of a management plan for the LSWC.
There have been numerous suggested management actions for the LSWC from wildlife biologists
and land managers over the years (Golder 1998; BCEAG 1999, 2012; BCEAG ROWG 2009;
TERA 2012). These recommendations should be revisited and brought into a LSWC management
plan as deemed appropriate. For example, in 1998, as part of the management plan for the
conservation easements, Golder (1998) recommended the development of a multi-stakeholder
committee that would be tasked with making management decisions for the easements.
Something like this should be established for the entire LSWC in order to build stakeholder buyin for management action in the corridor.
It has also been long recognized that development in the Bow River Valley, particularly associated
with Banff and Canmore, AB is causing a range of ecological changes to the valley and the species
that inhabit it (Paquet et al., 1996; Bélisle and St. Clair, 2001; Gibeau et al., 2002; Blank and
Clevenger, 2008). The Bow Valley is a critical movement pathway for a wide range of wildlife
species through the Rocky Mountains and represents a critical artery connecting the northern
and southern Rocky Mountains (Duke et al., 2001). The data suggests that maintaining the
functionality of wildlife corridors in and around Canmore is a human management not a wildlife
management issue. This is not new information for residents of Canmore, as managing human
access/recreation/development was among the main reasons the corridors were formally
established in the first place (McCallum and Paquet, 1997), why management guidelines have been
developed to guide policy related to the corridors (BCEAG 1999, 2012; BCEAG ROWG 2002,
2009), and why maintaining corridor functionality is a constant question for residents and
stakeholders in the Bow Valley.
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Introduction
The challenges managing wildlife corridors in the Bow Valley are well known to Canmore
residents. Balancing the requirements of wildlife with increasing pressures from human population
growth and development is a fundamental challenge that must be addressed if Canmore is going
to find a way to grow responsibly while maintaining functional ecosystems in the Bow Valley. To
ensure the functionality of the LSWC into the future, there is a need to undertake monitoring
inside the corridor across all seasons, so that data on wildlife and human use patterns can be
used to establish quantitative targets and thresholds for corridor functionality to guide decision
making and the development of a management plan satisfactory to all stakeholders.
There is clearly a need for multiple years of monitoring data, at least one full year to identify
baseline patterns of wildlife and human use, and additional years to assess mitigation and
management action effectiveness, and to guide adaptive management as necessary. Data could be
gathered using a stratified camera grid (See below) inside the LSWC to provide information on
wildlife and human use across all seasons. The data could then be used to inform the design of a
trail network by considering pathways and patches wildlife use within the corridor in order to
place trails in a manner that would cause less disturbance of preferred habitat. No doubt habitat
use will vary across seasons and years, but by informing network design and ultimately
management actions with wildlife data, this could contribute to a reduction in the likelihood of
negative human-wildlife interactions. The data from the camera study could also be used to inform
the selection of management targets and thresholds that can be used in the future to assess
corridor functionality and trigger adaptive management action.
Concurrent with the development and implementation of a monitoring program, discussions
should be undertaken with all regional stakeholders in an effort to develop a multi-jurisdictional
management group that will review the monitoring data and guide the development of a
comprehensive LWSC management plan. This idea has been suggested multiple times over the
years, starting with the original management plan for the conservation easements (Golder, 1998)
and again in 2017 as part of the third-party review of the Palliser (Associated Environmental,
2017a; 2017b). While this is a reasonable long-term goal, it will require the participation of a
number of stakeholders and will require considerable time and resources. Innovative approaches
for blending wildlife use and recreational use need to be considered to maintain the functionality
of the corridors as human populations in the Bow Valley increase. This will require buy-in by all
stakeholders and we feel a multi-jurisdictional group is a necessary step in achieving that.

Measuring Corridor Effectiveness
Wildlife corridors are key components of biodiversity conservation within fragmented landscapes
(Soule and Gilpin, 1991; Chetkiewicz et al., 2006) and have been incorporated in landscapes
globally. However, monitoring the effectiveness of a corridor is not straightforward because
“effectiveness” is gauged in different ways. Corridor effectiveness ranges from very course
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resolution metrics, such as the continued existence of the forested space designated as measured
in remote sensing (Thapa et al., 2017), to high-resolution movement data of target species
(Abrahms et al., 2017; Stewart et al., 2019). Nonetheless, the effectiveness of “effectiveness
monitoring” of wildlife corridors remains quite nebulous.
For example, in the Canadian Rocky Mountains, the Banff-Bow Valley corridor is deemed a key
piece of landscape sustaining populations of large mammals in this reach of the Northern
Cordillera (Locke, 1997) and subject to active restoration, landscape planning, and research
(Clevenger and Waltho, 2000; Duke et al., 2001; Chruszcz et al., 2003) The corridor more
broadly encompasses multiple pieces in the Bow River Valley including the area around the town
of Canmore, where the Bow flows east out of the Rockies. The corridor around Canmore is
planned and managed by several jurisdictions, including the Province of Alberta and the municipal
government, and is subject to recreation and development pressures. The question arises: are
the pieces working?
The Lower Silvertip corridor is a pinch point in this system, 2,336 m long and 466 m wide. The
goal of the current monitoring program has been to describe patterns in wildlife relative
abundance and spatial distribution to assess the effectiveness of local wildlife movement
corridors. However, if abundance and behavior within a corridor is the same as outside the
corridor, the piece of land is actually just an extension of habitat (Horskins et al., 2006).
Ultimately, the goal of any corridor monitoring program is to measure whether wildlife species
move from one end of the corridor to the other to connect habitats. Measuring this movement
without the benefit of telemetry from radio-collared animals (Stewart et al., 2019) has proven
very difficult and in fact is rarely done.
Recent research has used remote cameras (camera traps (CTs)) to monitor animal use of
corridors (LaPoint et al., 2013; Green et al., 2018). For example, Green et al. used an array of
camera traps to monitor position, movements, and movement speed of elephants in a Kenyan
corridor. In that case, elephants were identifiable to individual or to family group. The problem
of monitoring corridor effectiveness for mammals of northern mountain environments – which
typically do not have natural markings – is more complex. How can we achieve this?
We consider that if corridors are facilitating animal travel:
1. Movement will be directional.
2. Detection rate will be the same throughout the corridor.
3. Behaviour within the corridor will be largely confined to travel.
Further, we can ask questions about the effectiveness within the corridor:
1. Do predators exclude prey from the corridor spatially or in time?
2. What is humans’ and dogs’ role in potential exclusion?
3. Are their physical barriers within the corridor?
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We propose a high-density grid of camera traps (Burton et al., 2015) within the Lower Silvertip
Corridor deployed in a systematic sampling design (Figure A1). A systematic design deploys
cameras evenly across the space and allows us to measure spatial structure in animal detections
as a function of relative position in the corridor. Within a sampling area of 20,000 m2, we could
place 40, 152-m hexagon sampling cells within the corridor and at the boundaries.

Figure A1 Proposed camera array design for the Lower Silvertip Corridor. Each hexagon is
152-m wide, allowing for 40 cameras within the array.
The cameras in this array would be deployed on an active game trail within each hexagon to
maximise probability of detecting an animal, if present (MacKenzie et al., 2017) and run for a
minimum of 4 months to provide a sample of detections suitable for modelling. Each camera
would be deployed perpendicular to the axis of the corridor at that position (Figure A2).
To address privacy concerns we would post signs in the area where monitoring is occurring, for
data collection purposes no individual information would be gathered. If there proves to be
persistent privacy concerns raised cameras could be oriented to take pictures from the waist
down, but this could impact the overall amount of data gathered if the field of view proves limited.
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Figure A2 Cameras would be deployed at an aspect perpendicular to the axis of the corridor
at each location to measure animal directionality.
From these data, we could answer questions about corridor effectiveness:
1. We can model the detection rate of mammal species in relation to their position within the
corridor using generalized linear models with an explicit spatial component, such as distance
to corridor terminals. If animals are not using the corridor for full transit, detections will be
clustered near the terminals.
2. We could model directionality of travel of each detection at each camera site, relative to the
position of the camera in the array. A possibly useful model construct would be hierarchical
multistate occupancy models (Fisher et al., 2014; MacKenzie et al., 2017), which model the
probability of detecting the species, the probability of occupancy, and the probability it exists
in different states: moving directionally, or not. If the corridor is facilitating animal travel rather
than just supplying a piece of habitat, we should expect a significant portion of the detections
to be displaying directionality.
3. We can model behaviour at the camera trap to ask whether movement behaviour or other
behaviours (such as feeding, resting) are more commonly observed (Stewart, 2016). If the
corridor is facilitating movement, we would expect primarily movement behaviour and fewer
other behaviours.
Finally, this design is scalable to the areas adjacent to the corridor. In fact, a more robust design
would encompass the habitat patches on the corridor terminals, to ask whether directionality
state, spatial position, and behaviour differs within the corridor vs. outside the corridor.
However, the proposed design does allow us to ask these questions as a stand-alone monitoring
program within the corridor. To scale this monitoring design up would be a relatively simple
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Geographic Information System (GIS) exercise to allocate grid cells and camera locations across
the area of interest. Obviously as the scale of the monitoring goes up so do the costs associated
with equipment, data analysis and reporting. However, depending on the scale of the monitoring
required, the size of the grid cells could be increased to reduce equipment and data collection
costs.
To implement the LSWC monitoring design outlined above we estimate capital costs of
~$17,700.00 (See Table A1). Estimated personnel time to place and maintain cameras, review
pictures, analyze data and report on monitoring data is estimated in Table A2. These are very
rough costs estimate for personnel because exactly who undertakes each task can vary widely.
For example, after initial set up, it may be possible to train individuals to maintain the camera
array and collect memory cards and change batteries. Picture review could be crowd sourced or
given to volunteers or students to be completed. Data analysis and reporting will need to be
done by wildlife experts, but these costs should go down once the computer code to conduct
the analyses is written after the first round of reporting. The cost estimate provided in Table A2
is approximate and could vary widely depending on how personnel costs are spread out among
volunteers, consultants etc.

Table A1

Capital expense costs for the proposed CT monitoring program

Cameras (Bushnell Trophy Cams, $300)
Python Locks
Batteries (Lithium AA 12/cam)
SD Cards (128 GB, 25$)
Brackets ($30)
Misc. field gear
Total

Table A2

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

12,000.00
1,280.00
720.00
1,000.00
1,200.00
1,500.00
17,700.00

Estimated time required to set up and run a CT monitoring program for 1 year
Task

Camera Grid Set up
Data Collection/Battery Exchange
Picture Review
Data Analysis
Reporting
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Days Needed
~2 days
~12 days
~30 days
~5 days
~5 days
TOTAL

Est. Cost
$5,000.00
$5,100.00
~$6,000.00
$7,000.00
$7,000.00
$31,100.00
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Conclusion
Based on the HUMR (Town of Canmore, 2015a), research and monitoring of corridor and habitat
patch effectiveness is important to the citizens of Canmore. But there is also evidence of
impatience with never ending research and monitoring. The HUMR report highlights that people
think it is time to act, not just do more research. To address these concerns we presented
concrete management actions in Section 5.0 of the report that include specific recommendations
for the LSWC and general recommendations to implement previous management
recommendations/plans (e.g., Tera Environmental, 2012; Town of Canmore, 2015a; 2015b).
Although there may be some level of research fatigue on this issue, there is also a lack of
information on the effectiveness of BCEAG guidelines or previous management actions in
corridors or habitat patches. This is important information that is necessary to guide future
management action as Canmore’s population grows. There is also a need for year-round data in
corridors such as the LSWC to understand how animals and humans use it. This information can
also be used to guide management actions aimed at limiting negative human-wildlife interactions.
For these reasons, we think strong consideration should be given to implementing a scientifically
rigorous, scalable monitoring program that can provide data to decision makers and guide
management action in the wildlife corridors in and around Canmore.
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Briefing
DATE OF MEETING:

November 17, 2020

Agenda #: D-2

TO:

Committee of the Whole

SUBJECT:

Canmore Community Monitoring Report (CCMR)

SUBMITTED BY:

Lisa Brown, Manager of Community Social Development

PURPOSE:

To update Council on the Canmore Community Monitoring Report
review.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In April 2020, Council accepted a proposal from the Biosphere Institute of the Bow Valley (Biosphere) to
reallocate the 2020 Canmore Community Monitoring Report (CCMR) budget to a CCMR review project. As
administration worked with Biosphere to create a project plan for the review, Biosphere’s workload began to
increase, and their staff resources decreased. In June 2020, Biosphere notified administration that they no
longer have the capacity to complete the project. As a result, a collection of Town departments
(Communications, Planning, and Community Social Development) met to discuss the CCMR report and
potential links to other Town reports. Community Social Development (CSD) began leading the review
project but was unable to launch the project. To eliminate further delays, CSD will create a Request for
Proposal (RFP) to seek a contracted service that can review the CCMR data as originally suggested by the
Biosphere Institute and ensure that it meets Council and administration needs, recommend data changes, and
create a clear data collection process.
BACKGROUND/HISTORY
87-2020 - That Council accept the Biosphere Institute's proposal to reallocate funding for the
Canmore Community Monitoring Report in 2020 towards conducting a comprehensive review and
recommendation for the future direction of the report by the end of the calendar year.
DISCUSSION
At the same time as the CCMR review work was being done, the Planning department was reviewing
departmental data related to Municipal Development Plan (MDP) and connected with CSD to understand
CCMR timelines. Since CCMR data was being reviewed, the Planning department and CSD explored the idea
of partnering on the CCMR review process to create a report that meets both department’s outcomes. In
addition, the Communication Department flagged that there are many Town reports that are created annually
and suggested that it would be worth thinking about including them in this project as a way to gain
efficiencies, streamline reporting, and maximize report efficiency and effectiveness.
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It was decided that the CCMR report would be reviewed internally and a working group, with representatives
from Communication, Planning and Community Social Development, would be established to lead the
CCMR review. To launch the working group, CSD was tasked with creating a workplan and bringing the
working group together.
The CCMR review project was stalled, however, due an unexpected staff shortage in the CSD department
and the COVID response demands. In addition, the Planning department did not have capacity to
incorporate the MDP review into their 2020 workplan.
Administration does not currently have the capacity to complete the review internally and meet council
timelines. Consequently, administration will instead create an RFP for a contracted service to complete the
CCMR review. Even with an RFP, administration anticipates that the CCMR review report will not be ready
for council’s review until Q2 or Q3 of 2021. The RFP will focus on the CCMR review and may not include
MDP data.
FINANCIAL IMPACTS
Community Social Development 2020 operational budget includes $18,827 for the Community Monitoring
Report. These funds will be utilized for the hiring of the successful proponent of the RFP.
STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
Town of Canmore Planning and Communication Departments
Biosphere Institute of the Bow Valley
ATTACHMENTS
1) Draft CCMR review workplan
AUTHORIZATION
Submitted by:

Lisa Brown
Manager of CSD

Date:

October 27, 2020

Approved by:

Sally Caudill
GM of Municipal Services

Date:

October 28, 2020

Approved by:

Lisa de Soto
Chief Administrative Officer

Date:

November 10, 2020
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Attachment 1
CCMR Review Draft Workplan
Deliverable 1: Define a vision for the monitoring report
a) Clearly identify audience for the report
Deliverable 2: Review current CCMR statistics for
a) Quality of stats – are the stats valid, reliable and providing the information that is need
b) Clear understanding of use of the stats
c) Feasible of stat collection
Deliverable 3: Understand Municipal need for stats
a) what stats are reported on
b) What stats are not used by municipal departments/ council but are included in the report
Deliverable 4: Recommendation on future stats
a) What stats should be collected and included in the report
b) What stats should be removed
Deliverable 5: Process for collecting recommended stats
Above deliverable will include the following components:
-

Manager workshop
Council workshop
Council presentation
Final written report
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DATE OF MEETING:

November 17, 2020

Agenda #: E-1

1. Mayor Borrowman
a) October 28th – I attended a meeting of the WildSmart Advisory Committee, on behalf of
Councillor Comfort. There was an update provided to the committee on items of note since
February 1, 2020:
• Education opportunities:
◊ 2 Wildlife Awareness workshops – online, for groups of non-English speaking residents
of the Bow Valley
◊ 3 Wildlife Awareness workshops with bear spray – Canmore Nordic Centre
◊ 1 online Bear Spray Training program for CCHS Outdoor Education class
◊ 2 online lessons (grades 6-8) for École Notre Dame des Monts and Banded Peak School
(Bragg Creek)
◊ 1 Speakers Series presentation at artsPlace (attended by 70 people)
• Fundraising:
◊ Calgary Foundation - $5,000 to support “Co-designing Conservation with Community:
A Pilot for the Wildlife Ambassador Program” (May-Oct 2020). This is an effort to codesign new human-wildlife coexistence initiatives together with community members.
◊ Alberta Ecotrust - $27,400 to empower Bow Valley community members to design,
deliver, and evaluate human-wildlife coexistence communications messages together
with Biosphere Institute staff.
◊ GoA - two-year, $30,000/year contribution for education and outreach activities and
attractant management. (applied for in December 2018).
◊ Lafarge - $7000 to general funding
• Released ‘how to use bear spray’ video subtitled in 10 languages
• Translated ‘Nature for Newcomers’ into 5 additional languages
• Launched the first session in an online workshop series, “Co-designing Conservation with
Community”, designed to empower Wildlife Ambassadors to develop new program activities
jointly with Biosphere staff.
• The Biosphere Institute officially took over full management of the Wildlife Ambassador
Program this summer, which was previously jointly managed with Alberta Parks. 10 new
recruits were selected and Wildlife Ambassador full-day training for new and returning
Ambassadors was completed on Saturday, June 27, 2020 at the CNC. Wildlife Ambassadors
officially started doing roves out on the trails and in Day-Use Areas in mid-July and have had
a presence throughout Kananaskis Country and the Bow Valley, including busy summer
locations such as Quarry Lake and the nearby off-leash dog park.
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b) October 29th – Tourism Task Force
• Several presentations from members of the Task Force were provided as information and
background, including an overview of TCK; ‘reflections and observations’ from a member
who has been involved in these issues in the Bow Valley for many decades; a review of
learnings from the 2026 Olympic bid exploration process; and an overview of the concept of
‘Conscious Travel’
• The group broke into two sub-groups to discuss what should be considered and
incorporated into the work of the Task Force
• A group volunteered to draft Terms of Reference to be presented to Council for approval.
c) November 2nd – I attended a meeting of the Heliport Monitoring Committee in my ex-officio
capacity. Councillor Hilstad, as the appointed councillor, will report on the discussions.
2. Councillor Seeley
a) TCK
• TCK AGM held at Cornerstone Dinner Theatre Oct 15
• New on the board:
- Simon Harvie (Mount Engadine Lodge)
- Edward Marran (Spring Creek Vacation)
- Edward Keenan (Clique Hotels)
• Stepped down from the board:
- Jim Muir (Clique Hotels)
- Gair Fryers (Mount Engadine Lodge)
• Marketing Initiatives;
• "Wake up to Winter" campaign will target Snowbirds, Families, Curious Adventurers and
Free Spirits. Geographic location for the campaign will be mostly Alberta.
• Additionally, $100,000 will be invested over the year to join a Destination Canada and
Expedia Campaign with TCK’s own landing page. With overnight stays, visitors are
spending more money in the destination. This campaign will therefore benefit all businesses
in destination, including the hotels.
• A communication strategy is being crafted to better inform Canmore and Kananaskis
businesses about initiatives, as well as important developments for our industry.
b) Canmore Museum
• The Board and staff, along with stakeholders, participated in a 1.5-day strategic planning
workshop that will begin to lay a new foundation for the Canmore Museum both in terms of
how it relates to the Canmore and Bow Valley community and a new business model moving
forward. The Friday night discussion involved many from Town of Canmore administration and
the Museum wants to thank all those from that Town that participated in providing updates on
community needs, economic development trends and directions and areas in the Canmore
Cultural Master Plan that the Museum can actively support. The staff will be tabling a draft of
the strategic plan in its November Board meeting, out of which a tactical plan for 2021 to 2024
will be developed.
• Out of the strategic planning workshop, the museum has identified four pillars which will drive
their work:
Building Community | Fostering a sense of community by engaging Canmore and Bow
Valley resident and visitors through meaningful cultural and social experiences.
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Building Place | Fostering a positive sense of place and identity for residents and visitors
alike.
Building Memory | Developing and providing access to the museum’s diverse collections
and sharing community stories.
Building Sustainability | Adopting long-term sustainable practices in five areas: social,
cultural, health, financial and environmental.
• The Canmore Museum continues to apply for operational and project grants for 2021, most
recently through the Province of Alberta and the Alberta Museums Association as well as
through Canadian Heritage (Young Canada Works internship program).
• The Museum is also redeveloping its education program delivery model to foster an increased
relationship with teachers and students in grades 3 to 7; the Museum was successful in receiving
funding for an Education Program intern to help with these efforts. A new pilot program for its
Grade 3 education programming will be available this spring.
• The new museum website continues to be enhanced with Museum@Home initiatives which
provide 24/7 access to the museum’s collections and online shop, and acts as a platform for
digital programming. The Museum’s recent digital book club program has seen tremendous
interest and a new social media strategy has begun to bear fruit.
c) Mayor’s Taskforce on Tourism: Defer to Mayor Barrowman’s report
3. Councillor Sandford
a) Bow Valley Waste Management Commission.
• BVWMC had its first in-person Board Meeting since March, in the large Edinburgh Castle
room at the Malcolm Hotel, to provide appropriate distancing around the Board table, for
the directors and administration from member municipalities attending the meeting.
• Chairperson Paul Ryan verbally updated the Board on Southern Alberta Energy from Waste
Association (SAEWA). SAEWA is moving forward slowly at this time because of Covid-19.
SAEWA is back in education mode due to the large changes to the government. Director
Ryan is being sent to educate people on SAEWA because of his extensive knowledge on the
subject. There will be a third-party review of the business plan which will cost approximately
$300,000. SAEWA will be holding an AGM in Nov. 2020.
• The Town of Banff presented the plans for its Biomass Energy Centre, to provide district
heat to the West Regional Transfer Station (WRTS). Commission administration is
supportive of the project and considers the additions an improvement to the WRTS
building, which will subsequently be heated entirely by biomass energy. This will reduce the
environmental impact of a Commission owned building, and demonstrate the viability of
turning waste material (wooden pallets) into an energy resource, as the Commission
successfully did in 2016 by installing a biomass heat system to heat operations buildings at
the Francis Cooke facility.
b)
c)
d)
e)

SDAB Hearings - None.
Bow Valley Regional Transit Services Commission - I defer to Councillor McCallum’s report.
CCH - I defer to Councillor Hilstad’s report.
Assessment Review Board - I Chaired several LARB hearings in October.
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•

f)

In the past year, a new assessor, Lance Wehlage from Benchmark Assessment Consultants
Ltd. has been contracted by the Town of Canmore. He prepared assessments using timeadjusted and recent sales comparables for individual properties, to better reflect assessments
within the same building.
• The LARB heard two Assessment Complaints about two units in the same +40 condo
building, by two different owners. The assessments were reduced for both units, with
recommended adjustments from the assessor.
• The LARB heard four Assessment Complaints, about four units in the same condo property
zoned Tourist Home, belonging to one owner. Assessments were confirmed on all four
units, based on the assessor’s responses to concerns raised by the complainant.
• Many scheduled hearings for CARB & LARB Assessment Complaints were cancelled as the
complaints were successfully resolved by the complainants and assessor, prior to the dates
set for the hearings.
EARC – Environmental Advisory Review Committee
• I attended my first EARC meeting for this new term on Nov 8th. (Previously, I had been
appointed by Council to EARC in 2015 for a one year term.)
• New members to the Board were introduced.
• In October, the EARC committee completed a review of the EIS for Three Sisters Village
Area Structure Plan. This review was shared with the new Board members.
• Board Elections:
◊ Bob Raina will continue as Chair (acclaimed). Karena Thieme will continue (acclaimed)
as Vice Chair.

4. Councillor Comfort
Councillor Comfort is on a leave of absence.
5. Councillor McCallum
a) Bow Valley Regional Housing
• A photo of the Phase 2 project, "This is Home”.
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b)

c)

d)
e)
f)

g)

• Nothing new to report.
Bow Valley Regional Transit Services Commission
• The Commission still has unspent grant funding through the now closed GreenTrip
Programme. They are working with the province to extend the expiration dates on these.
• The Provincial Government has determined the allocations for the joint federal
andprovincial operating relief due to COVID under the new MOST program. For the public
transit stream, although the recommendation of CUTA was followed to use transit ridership
as the allocation criteria, 2018 ridership was used rather than 2019. This had an effect on
Roam of about at 21% decrease in the amount of funding received. All funding has been
allocated to the municipalities as and the municipalities and ID9 will need to follow the
guidelines to access the funding and apply it to transit.
• Two new ticket vending machines are being installed this week in Canmore to serve the CB
Regional route. They will be located at Shopper’s Drug Mart and at the Benchlands Trail
Overpass stop by the Shops of Canmore.
• With a significant portion of the construction delays in Canmore complete or close to
completion, it is anticipated that ridership will continue to rise. Delays due to construction
have impacted the predictability of the transit service, however ridership is continuing to rise
slowly.
• The Commission was asked to approve the 3 year Operating and 10-year Capital Budgets.
These budgets have been in front of Commission members twice prior to request for
approval.
Canmore Planning Commission – the commission had one hearing in October the agenda and
results of that matter can be found here  https://canmore.ca/town-hall/boardscommittees/canmore-planning-committee/cpc-agendas-board-orders
Public Art Committee – I have not yet met with this group since being appointed last month.
Assessment Review Board – I have not yet met with this group since being appointed last month
AUMA Safe and Healthy Communities Committee – After submitting my application in
September, I learned I was accepted as a committee member of the Safe and Healthy
Communities Committee through the Alberta Urban Municipalities Association. This
committee considers issues relating to emergency medical response and health, policing, culture
and recreation, social issues, welcoming communities, and seniors’ supports within the province
of Alberta. This group meets 4 times a year and I am looking forward to starting my initial
training which begins this week. You can learn moreabout the committee and all the other
AUMA committees here https://www.auma.ca/about-us/current-boards-and-committees
Other:
• Elevation Place Solar Project Reveal October 8th, 2020

6. Councillor Hilstad
a) CCHC
• Ownership:
◊ The Own Program Waitlist is currently at 135 households. One household was
removed in October, as they purchased in the Own Program, and 7 households were
added. We also added one person to the Matching Down Deposit Program waitlist. On
October 23rd an email was sent to 39 households asking that they provide updated
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◊
◊
◊

•

information to remain on the Vital Homes Own Waitlist. These households have until
November 6th to provide CCH with this information.
October was the Own Program's 2nd Information session delivered via Zoom, 13
people attended which represented 10 households.
The Own Program had one sale close in October. We also had three new listings, all of
which are conditionally sold.
In September it was reported that CCH had a total of 10 sales YTD which was a clerical
error. The mistake has been rectified and the October Operations Report reflects the
correct number of sales YTD which is a total of nine (9).

Rental:
◊ We saw our Waitlist remain static for the last month. We did see an increase of
applications in October with 12 households applying to our Program. The average
applications submitted from April to September were six (6) per month. Of the 12
applications that were submitted CCH was able to approve nine (9) households for the
waitlist. Three (3) households did not meet the eligibility criteria of the Program and
therefore were not approved.
◊ There were 12 households who were asked to update their information to remain on the
CCH Vital Homes Waitlist, of those 12, five (5) remained and seven (7) were removed
due to non-response.
◊ CCH saw a total of four (4) households move out of the Rent Program, three(3) from
McArthur Place, and one from The Hector. One (1) household transitioned to larger
unit within our program due to their expanding family, one (1) household moved within
Canmore to a Market Rental, one (1) household bought a Market Home within the Bow
Valley, and one (1) household did not indicate where they were moving.
◊ McArthur Place currently sits at 98% occupied, the unit that is available has been leased
for a November 16th move in. This unit will have sat vacant for six (6) weeks before
CCH could fill. There is also one vacancy reported at Wolf Willow. This unit is currently
transitioning from our Rent portfolio to our Own portfolio. CCH is in the process of
showing this unit and finding a buyer for it.
◊ On the Operations Report you will see a new column added for NLCC this is the unit
that CCH acquired at 1850 Palliser Trail and is currently rented.
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•

2020 CCH Goals and Strategies –October 2020
Strategy/Objective: Complete the warranty period at Hawks Bend
◊ Ensure that work required as a function of the one-year warranty period for the Larch
and Willow units at Hawks Bend, thirty-two (32) units in total, is complete by the end of
Q2. Finalize contract payments with Distinctive Homes accordingly.
◊ • Distinctive Homes has provided all the unit sign off’s for Hawks Bend
Strategy/Objective: Initiate the development of the Peaks Landing parcel of land
◊ Complete a Design/Build Request for Proposal (RFP) and award a contract for the
development of up to ten (10) Perpetually Affordable Housing (VITAL HOMES) units
in Peaks Landing by the end of Q2. Secure development financing and begin
development by Q3.
◊ • CCH administration was tasked with receiving further information from one of the proponents, a
recommendation as to a preferred proposal for the Board’s consideration will be made on or before
November 30, 2020

Strategy/Objective: Mountain Haven Cooperative Homes (MHCH)
◊ Working with the Condominium Conversion Committee (CCC), complete the
conversion of MHCH to a condominium corporation by the end of Q1,and begin the
process of gradually disposing the rental units held by CCH (15) into the VITAL
HOMES homeownership program through Q2- Q4 and into 2021.
◊ • The conversion of MHCH to Wolf Willow Condominium Corporation is complete;
◊ • Wolf Willow Condominium Corporation will hold its first AGM November 26 2020. PEKA
property management took over property management responsibilities as of October 1, 2020.
Strategy/Objective: Communication Program
◊ Shift Consulting was chosen, through an RFP process, to complete CCH’s
Communication Program. Although not limited to, CCH intends to: update CCH’s
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◊
◊

website; rename the Perpetually Affordable Housing Program; create tactics to increase
the community’s awareness of CCH’s program; create and apply a social media policy,
by the end of Q2.
• In 2020 the Board has approved a new logo, program name (Vital Homes), and website;
• From a branding perspective, the organization will be referred to as Canmore Community Housing
moving forward, although its legal name remains Canmore Community Housing Corporation

Strategy/Objective: Initiate Matching Down Deposit Program (MDDP) & Accessory
Dwelling Grant Program (ADGP)
◊ Both programs are three-year pilot programs set to begin January 1, 2020. The MDDP is
applicable only to VITAL HOMES owners and those on the VITAL HOMES waitlist
in 2020, the program will match an eligible applicants’ down deposit dollar for dollar up
to $25,000 for the purchase of a market unit, restrictions apply and cumulatively
$150,000 is available in 2020. The ADGP is designed to assist eligible applicants with
offsetting the costs of constructing a new accessory dwelling or legalizing an existing
accessory dwelling. Grant funding of up to $20,000 or 75% of development costs, which
ever is less, is available, restrictions apply and cumulatively $100,000 is available in 2020.
◊ • Matching Down Deposit Program has 6 approved applicants and a further 11 applicants on a
waitlist. 1 approved applicant has received $23,000 towards the purchase of a unit at Wolf Willow
Condo Corporation. The other 5 approved candidates continue to monitor the market.
◊ • The Accessory Dwelling Grant Program began taking inquiries and applications March 2nd , there
have been 3 inquiries; one application has been approved for $20,000 in funding subject to program
conditions and $5,000 of this amount has been funded with a second $5,000 to be funded by November
15, 2020.
Strategy/Objective: Support Town of Canmore with Master Plan process for Palliser
Lands
◊ Support the Town of Canmore with the Master Plan process for the Palliser lands. The
process will engage all stakeholders in the land use area and will begin at the direction of
the Town, possibly as early as Q1.
◊ • The Town of Canmore has pushed this out to 2022
Strategy/Objective: Determine future projects
◊ Continue to monitor market need for homeownership and/or rental gaps and work with
the ToC to identify where opportunities may exist, or gaps need to be filled. This
includes working with the ToC on updating the Comprehensive Housing Action Plan
(CHAP) through 2020; and determining whether CCH should be more actively involved
in providing Common Amenity Housing (CAH), as defined in the proposed Land Use
Bylaw update, targeting housing for employers/employees.
◊ • Ongoing
Strategy/Objective: Partnership opportunities
◊ CCH to investigate opportunities to work in partnership with the private sector to create
affordable housing opportunities for residents of Canmore
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◊

• CCH is working with the Town of Canmore and the Province of Alberta to identify any parcels of
land where both levels of government could, along with a private partner, create more affordable housing
– These discussions are currently on hold

Strategy/Objective: Maintain full capacity of existing VITAL HOMES rental and
homeownership program
◊ Continue to provide on-going program services through 2020, which although not
limited to, includes the following: receiving clients and responding to inquiries about
CCH programs; processing CCH rental and homeownership applications; general
bookkeeping; administration of the VITAL HOMES resale list and VITAL HOMES
sales; contract management of the property management agreement; preparing Board
packages and minutes; implementing Board/Shareholder policies/procedures as
required.
•
•

VITAL HOMES rental 109 units: For October 2020– McArthur Place 1 vacancy/98% occupancy;
Hector 0 vacancy /100% occupancy; New Life Christian Centre (NLCC) 0 vacancy /100% occupancy
VITAL HOMES homeownership 130 units – There are 3 conditional sales scheduled to close
prior to Dec 31 2020 (1@Lookout Ridge/2@ Wolf Willow); CCH is in the process of
showing 5 properties (1- three bedroom @ Coyote Ridge / 1- three bedroom @ Wolf
Willow / 1- two bedroom @ Wolf Willow / 2 – one bdrm@ Lookout Ridge (December).
CCH re-acquired a 2-bedroom VITAL HOMES unit at Moraine Ridge (SCMV- 40+ building) July
31 and is still listing this unit for sale ($345,000 as of November 5 2020).

7. Councillor Marra
a) No report submitted.
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CAO’s Office
1. CAO
a) Negotiations with the M.D. for a new Recreation Services Agreement have wrapped up. The
new agreement will be brought to Council for final approval at the December 1 meeting.
2. General Manager of Municipal Services
a) The Tourism Task force is ramping up and meeting every other week. A draft Terms of
Reference (ToR) has been created and is being finalized by a sub-committee. Administration is
planning to bring the ToR to Council for approval on December 1.
3. General Manager of Corporate Services
a) Beginning in 2017, Alberta Municipal Affairs started reporting on 13 financial and governance
risk indicators. The indicators evaluate the current and long-term finances of a municipality;
examine whether a municipality is investing in maintaining infrastructure critical to the health
and safety of residents; and assesses the ability of the municipality to provide services desired by
the community. The Town of Canmore has received notification from the Province that we did
not trigger any of the indicators and are therefore deemed to be “not at risk”. A full report on
the evaluation of each municipality across the province is due to be published in the New Year.
b) The Assessment Model Review process being undertaken by the Province was reported on in the
September COW. The goal of the review was to modernize the assessment model for oil and
gas properties and linear infrastructure to enhance industry competitiveness. The direct impact to
Town of Canmore municipal tax revenues for 2021 was estimated to be between $106,000 and
$118,000 with additional indirect impacts to ratepayers that would result from a shift of the
education equalized assessment and resultant tax burden to urban municipalities and away from
rural properties.
Based on the significant impact on many municipalities from this approach, the new Minister of
Municipal Affairs has paused this review and will be taking the next three years to come up with
a longer-term plan that will help the energy industry without creating undue hardship for
municipalities. As a result, the estimated $106,000 - $118,000 reduction in municipal tax revenue
for the Town of Canmore is expected to be significantly reduced if not eliminated entirely.
MUNICIPAL SERVICES
4. Community Social Development
a) In October, as a result of staff turnover, FCSS was closed during the lunch hour. With new staff
starting in November, FCSS will be once again open during the lunch hour.
b) Family Resource Network have been experiencing problems with their furnace. Facilities have
identified and are fixing the situation. As a result, during the week of October 26 some FRN
programs were cancelled or moved to the Canmore Recreation Centre.
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5. Recreation Services
a) The activity levels at the Canmore Recreation Centre and Elevation Place have picked up
substantially over the past month. The following chart summarizes weekly visitation to
Elevation Place as compared to the same weeks in 2019, by both members and day users. You
will note that non-member use has increased to 80% of last year while membership use has
reached 42%.
week 30
week 31
week 32
week 33
week 34
week 35
week 36
week 37
week 38
week 39
week 40
week 41
week 42
week 43

2020
$
Members Drop-in
July 19 - 25
$238
206
179
July 26 - August 1
$1,577
257
158
August 2 - 8
$2,839
389
328
August 9 - 15
$4,959
439
563
August 16 - 22
$4,342
481
537
August 23 - 31
$5,658
504
517
August 30 -September 5
$3,857
605
365
September 6 - 12
$5,357
700
685
September 13 - 19
$4,237
954
545
September 20 - 26
$5,033
1,052
723
September 27 - October 3 $4,573
1,140
633
October 4 - October 10
$5,339
1,232
659
October 11 - October 17
$6,133
1,356
734
October 18 - 24
$4,056
1,764
756
Total
$58,198
11,079
7,382

Total
385
415
717
1,002
1,018
1,021
970
1,385
1,499
1,775
1,773
1,891
2,090
2,520
13,851

2019
$
Members Drop-in
$1,988
2,191
779
$2,518
1,898
654
$3,896
1,835
800
$2,855
2,857
1,078
$12,445
2,112
741
$14,728
2,745
869
$6,879
1,997
605
$4,602
2,432
514
$4,142
2,171
430
$6,514
2,638
677
$9,276
3,651
1,038
$11,094
3,682
1,021
$12,462
3,480
912
$9,314
4,196
964
$102,713
37,885
11,082

Total
2,970
2,552
2,635
3,935
2,853
3,614
2,601
2,946
2,601
3,315
4,689
4,703
4,392
5,160
39,414

Door Counter
2019
2020
14,895
1,728
12,286
1,718
10,947
2,345
15,139
3,154
12,836
3,282
11,866
3,689
9,914
2,638
8,474
2,946
8,323
3,709
9,174
3,825
11,308
3,927
12,453
4,507
12,162
5,004
12,117
5,174
137,615
37,468

Recreation Services is moving forward with a number of initiatives to increase capacity.
• Doubling the number of weekly aquafit classes
• Adding additional Core Classes.
• Extending operating hours for Splash and Fitness by opening at 7:00 AM, weekdays. This will
take effect November 2.
• Increasing capacity in Climbing from 30 to 35 participants as soon as the new wall is operational
and in Aquatics on a selective basis as able to do so.
• We are working with CAG to assess the feasibility of converting the gallery to an administrative
space to free up Room 212 for more spin bikes. This would increase fitness capacity by at least 8
people per hour.
• We have moved weight equipment and spin bikes to lesser used rooms to reduce the load on the
weight room and enhance physical distancing.
b) Elevation Place membership is currently comprised of 2,508 members, 315 of which are on hold.
This compares to pre-pandemic (February 1, 2020) total membership of 3,107, including 110 on
hold.
Memberships
New
Cancelled Active On Hold
Total
week 40 September 27 - October 3
81
92
2008
399
2407
week 41 October 4 - October 10
58
38
2012
396
2408
week 42 October 11 - October 17
125
96
2132
330
2462
week 43 October 18 - 24
95
21
2193
315
2508
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6. Fire-Rescue
a) Several Canmore firefighters are participating in enhanced medical training over the next several
weeks. Training is being delivered to meet the Provincial MFR (Medical First Responder)
standard. This training opportunity is being shared with area partners from Lake Louise and
Ghost Fire Departments.
b) Fire trucks were once again out in our neighbourhoods for Halloween. Trucks drove through
several town neighbourhoods saying hi to all the trick or treaters out and about.
c) 10 members of Canmore Fire Rescue all successfully completed the NFPA 1002 Aerial
Apparatus Driver/Operator course.
7. Protective Services
a) Community Peace Officers completed transition to Level One Peace Officer training in two
areas- Traffic Stop Tactics & Officer Safety/Subject Control Training. This transition from
current Level Two Peace Officers to Level One is a requirement of the Solicitor General. The
Traffic training is required and does not commit us, nor is there any plan for Bylaw to engage ino
traffic stops or service changes.
b) Bylaw Services have been doing school patrols with RCMP near Lawrence Grassi Middle School
to encourage safe cycling habits. In addition, patrols at Armstrong Place are occurring in
response to on-going parking complaints during school drop off and pick up times.
8. Economic Development
a) Economic Recovery Update
• Bow Valley Restart Grant round two received 32 applications, 24 of which are based in
Canmore. To date 18 applicants have been approved for funding, and we are waiting on
clarifying documentation from five. .Although the Bow Valley Restart Grant covers other
municipalities, ToC money goes only to ToC businesses. A full report will be brought to
council at a later date. Any funds not allocated by the end of October will be used to support
the rest of initiatives outlined in the Economic Recovery Plan.
• Labour Force Analysis: We will be partnering with INCITE to conduct a series of digital
business café type sessions to understand labour market gaps, challenges, and opportunities
in November and develop a report of recommendations on next steps.
• Business Recovery Taskforce has met twice to date and is working to develop process and
decision-making criteria for any suggested strategies or areas of focus.
• Building Neighbourhoods Builds Community – 9 artists 9 communities – Funded through
the Economic Recovery Fund.
• Bow Valley Community Connections Centre (BVCCC) – a community of
developmentally handicapped individuals - in partnership with the Canmore Legion
worked with artist Libby Pryor to create the poppy mural project on the Legion. Other
art making activities were part of the month-long project. Legion veterans shared stories
and shared pictures with members of BVCC and a filmmaker has been working with the
group to document the project.
• The Pinewood Cres neighbourhood worked with artist Enza Apa to create a series of
curbside museums – children, families, and adults took part in the project. It will be
hanging on the fence across from Crazyweed until January 6, 2020.
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•

South Canmore residents have installed their community art project on the pedestrian
bridge over the Bow. They worked with artist Kate Gauthier Riggs to create images of
the evolved Canmorite.
• Artist Lesley Russell is working with the Avens community to tell their story – past,
present and future – they are working with Elders from Stony Nakoda to discover the
history of the land and with current residents to identify the present and community
youth to imagine the future.
• Communities from Grotto to Cougar Creek are working with artist Peig Abbott to tell
the story of an elk that spent his life in the area. He had many names Wally, Marven,
Uncle Buck. He ate, slept, and died in the area. The community is collecting Wally
stories and are creating a “Walk with Wally” tour. Do you have a Wally story? Share it
on his Facebook page – Walk with Wally - or email your story to
walkwithwally@gmail.com
• Artist Fonda Sparks is working with Cougar Creek residents to make linocut banners
that will share their stories of the area.
• Kathryn Cooke is working with the Policeman’s Creek neighbourhood to create a
sculpture to tell their story.
• Kristy Wolfe is working with the Seniors’ community to tell their stories through
photography.
• Adrienne Lawlor began the Rundleview Rocks initiative – community members painted
rocks together and created a mosaic with the rocks at a community celebration. Rocks
have now been distributed on pathways throughout Rundleview for residents and
visitors to discover.
b) SMARTstart is progressing well. We have had two zoom based training sessions with
entrepreneurs. All other training sessions are hosted by local business owners/operators or
specialist volunteers. Thank you BVCC for organizing the session trainers.
c) Arts & Events
• Plans for an alternative, COVID New Year’s Eve are well underway – details of great
upcoming activities will be available soon.
CORPORATE SERVICES
1. Human Resources
a) Handbooks & toolkits: The HR Team works on ensuring tools and information are documented
and made available for all processes.
• A COVID Rapid Response Process was designed and implemented in accordance with
province regulations. Training was provided by way of a brief recorded webinar and
tabletop exercise. Documentation, aids and checklists have been created and made available
to all leaders in our organization for consistent and confident application.
• A Corporate Directive for COVID Sick Time has been implemented.
b) Safety Updates are ongoing
• The Partners in Injury Reduction (PIR) Audit was completed Oct 26-Nov 6. This audit was
administered as a documentation-only audit in accordance with the COVID requirements
provided by our certifying Partner, the Alberta Municipal Health & Safety Association
(AMHSA)
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•

Mental Health in the Workplace initiatives continue to be implemented with virtual delivery
of the Working Mind training program beginning in November.
c) Equity, Diversity and Inclusion Committee – A survey and proposed committee terms of
reference has been drafted and sent out to staff to ensure that the committee can be created
without barriers, and valuable work can be undertaken.
d) The Town has received notice to bargain from CUPE. The current collective agreement expires
December 31, 2020
e) As a property tax update, currently 468 accounts have balances owing, totaling $1.2M. Of the
468 accounts only 87 of them have arrears from 2019 or older. The rest of them are 2020
balances.
2. Communication
a) The Q3 progress report on 2020 Goals and Priorities is attached and will be available online at
www.canmore.ca/documents and summarizes the accomplishments made so far this year on
Council’s 2019-2022 strategic priorities.
b) We hosted a virtual transportation town hall on Oct. 29 with 38 people attending, to answer the
public’s questions about the various road construction projects around town.
3. I.T.
a) Firewall and Network Security project – is nearing completion and all new devices should be in
operation by the end of the year. This provides increased security and improved administration
for all internal networks
b) Wide Area Networks – upgrades are being designed for the Town's wide area network which
enables access to the internet and externally hosted solutions. The Civic Centre is core to our
data center and remote access and as such is the priority scheduled for early 2021.
c) Teams for external calling – this project which will replace our current telephone systems is
progressing well and a pilot deployment to 20 users has been successful. Due to unprecedented
demand on vendors, there have been delays in scheduling the transition of existing lines. As a
result, the final go live date may be delayed to ensure the cutover is seamless and high quality.
4. Municipal Clerk
a) Finance continues to be onboarded to Townsquare with most files to be migrated in November.
Bylaw and Executive Office will be going live in November as well. FCSS and Engineering
continue to be onboarded with a prospective go live date for Engineering in January.
MUNICIPAL INFRASTRUCTURE
1. Planning & Development
d) Planning Inquiry Management System (PIMS)- In an ongoing effort to improve processes
and provide enhanced customer service, the Planning & Development Department has
implemented a new system using SharePoint to electronically track planning inquiries submitted
to the Town. With this new system, individuals with planning related inquiries will fill out a
short form regarding their questions. Based on the responses provided in the form, the inquiry
will automatically be directed to the member of the Planning staff who is best suited to provide a
comprehensive and timely response. Inquirers will receive an e-mail acknowledging their
question and advised which team member has been assigned to respond. The Planning
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Department is diligently working to provide responses within 48 hours. This system will not only
allow the department to track inquiry types and volumes, but it will also track staff response time
and archive responses provided to customers to ensure consistent messaging is provided to
customers, should future inquiries on the same property be logged.
e) Application Submission Process – Since the beginning of COVID, the planning e-mail
account has been serving a dual purpose for both the submission of general planning inquiries
and development and building permit applications. With the implementation of the new
Planning Inquiry Management System, moving forward the planning@canmore.ca e-mail address
will be used solely for application submittal. Should inquiries be received at the planning e-mail
address, staff will create in inquiry in the system, so that the inquiry can be properly logged and
responded to. Prospective applicants are encouraged to submit a request through PIMS first to
get clarity on any application submission requirements. The Planning e-mail address should be
used for applicants who have a full application package ready for submission and review.
a) Occupancy Process Update – It was brought to Planning’s attention that there was some gaps
in the occupancy permit process, which was resulting in individuals occupying newly completed
units that may have not had a water meter installed or had not completed the other requirements
associated with Town’s Occupancy Certificate process, which includes more than just sign-off of
final inspection by the Safety Codes Officer. A flow chart of the improved process can be found
on the town’s website at: https://canmore.ca/residents/about-canmore/canmore-latestnews/842-building-inspections-occupancy . Key changes to the process include the introduction
of a 3-step notification process between applicants and the Planning Department regarding
occupancy certificate requirements and/or deficiencies and an applicant initiated process with
EPCOR and the Town regarding water meter installation.
2. Facilities
a) Operations:
• The lighting replacement project for the Civic Centre Council Chambers has been
completed.
b) EP Solar (7074): The official opening of this project was held on October 8th with MLA Rosin,
Mayor Borrowman, Council, Project Administration, Project Contractor and media. This marks
another major accomplishment in the corporation's long history of sustainability leadership.
c) PW Priority Items (1622): The flooring replacement contract has been awarded in the
administration areas is in the procurement stage
d) Seniors Centre (7133) & artsPlace Solar (7134): Review of the structural assessments for both
facilities are still underway. Both projects will be implemented in 2021. However, their priority
will drop in order to shift focus onto the Roundhouse Solar Project that was previously removed
from the budget due to the pandemic shutdown, and is now being re-added due to provincial
funding (i.e. MOST) eligibility.
e) Roundhouse Solar: This project was originally approved in the 2020 capital budget, but
subsequently removed due to new fiscal realities associated with the pandemic shut-down.
However, Administration had already awarded the contract to complete the structural
assessment and has since received the draft report for review. The roof repairs that were
necessary to address existing roof leaks have also been completed. As a result, this project is
ready to be re-initiated to take advantage of the new government funding that has recently been
announced.
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f)

Canmore Recreation Centre (CRC) Lifecycle Maintenance Project (7009): The exterior works
have been broken out into the various trade areas, and most contracts have now been awarded.

3. Public Works
a) Parks
• Staffing - The last of the seasonal positions will end on October 30.
• Mountain Pine Beetle – The survey for infested trees is underway. More trees than
anticipated were found in the Three Sisters area. The tender for removal should be posted by
the end of November.
b) Wapiti Municipal Campground
• In the spring the Town entered into a new 4 year contract to operate a municipal
campground with the same operator from the past 10 years.
• Due to COVID, the campground was not operational until early June where normally it
would be open by May 1st.
• In 2020 there was a total number of 4,212 stays compared with 7,730 stays in 2019, a 46%
decrease.
c) Streets and Roads
• Transitioning into the Snow & Ice Control (SNIC) season – there are a few notable changes
heading into the 2020/2021 season:
o Transit stop clearing will be managed by a contracted service.
o Volker Stevin began its new contract. Enhanced quality control metrics will help
monitor service delivery. Volker Stevin has also added a smaller unit to its plowing fleet
to support SNIC in narrow roadways.
o Staff have been scheduled again to provide coverage 7 days per week service.
o Three additional operators have received grader operator training. A grader operator
will be scheduled every weekend for the SNIC season. There are now four grader
operators on the Streets & Roads team.
o A new, larger, and more efficient utility unit will replace a small, slower skid steer.
• Heavy duty mechanic schedules – have been adjusted to provide weekend coverage for the
Town. The Town is a seven-day operation and mechanics are now working weekends to
support this.
d) Solid Waste Services
• Waste Management Centre expansion – Substantial completion is scheduled for November
2nd. Constructions appears to be on track to reach this goal.
• Bow Valley Waste Management Commission – New rules in the MGA now allow for
commissions to become corporations with the member municipalities being shareholders.
The commission near Edmonton that operates the Beaver Lake regional landfill has made
this transition. The current consensus within BVWMC board is that this direction will not
be pursued.
• Yard Waste – Yard waste bins will be removed in early November.
• Alberta Recycling Management Authority – A pilot program for e-waste has begun. This
pilot has expanded the accepted items to almost all electronics (before only televisions and
computer related waste was accepted). Canmore is taking part in the pilot which is slated for
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2 years. The Town has typically had to pay the processor to take e-waste items, and during
this pilot the Town will no longer have to pay for the processing of any e-waste.
e) Utilities
• Regulatory: Administration and Epcor are still working with the Province to finalize a new
Approval to Operate for water and wastewater. The current extension is in place until
spring 2021.
• Service Disruptions: Nothing to report
f) Sustainability
• The Town of Canmore received a FCM Sustainable Communities Award for our food waste
collection program. Lori Rissling Wynn presented the winning project at FCM’s online
sustainability conference in October. Being nationally recognized in this way is a major
achievement for the Town. Kudos to the team and the Solid Waste Services staff who make
this program successful each and every day.
• Sustainability staff have initiated preliminary discussions with the Asset Management
Coordinator to discuss ways to integrate climate considerations into our asset management
system.
• The Town will not be offering the same studded tire rebate as was piloted in 2019. This year,
Sustainability and FCSS staff have worked together and will support residents in financial
need by partnering with the Community Cruisers’ Bike All Winter program. Funding will be
provided for winter biking equipment, such as lights, fenders and studded tires, for
participating Affordable Services Program members. The Bike All Winter program is set up
to specifically address the personal barriers to winter cycling. This is done through a
personalized assessment and providing, at no charge, the different equipment that
participants need to feel comfortable cycling in the winter. Community Cruisers volunteers
and staff will also work with the participants to install the equipment on their bikes (and
provide a bike if needed), offer tips on warm clothing and gear needs and provide
mentorship and group activities to the participants.
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The Business Plan for 2019-2020 identified projects to be implemented to address the goals and strategic priorities of Council. In
addition to these projects, many initiatives will be undertaken to strengthen the foundational pillars of the Town of Canmore. This
report provides an update on the progress being made in these areas.
On October 13, 2020 Council updated their strategic priorities for the 2020-2022 planning horizon. The original and new
priorities are identified in each area of focus below.
Area of
Focus

Description

Original Council Priority:
1. Update and advance the downtown
enhancement plan.
New Council Priority:
Proceed with a near carbon neutral
construction plan for a new fire hall.

Q3 Update

The capital project to complete the Town Centre Master Plan
was cancelled as a result of COVID-19 budget reductions and a
lack of funding for recommendations. Timing of this project will
move to outside of the planning horizon to allow us to better
understand post-pandemic impacts on the downtown core and
to consider funding mechanisms for future upgrades.

2.

Continue to develop a
comprehensive fire prevention
program including inspections and
response capabilities to wildfire
events.

The Bow Valley Vegetation Management Strategy is moving
forward.
The Fire-Rescue Team conducted training with the Structural
Protection Unit in early May and again in July.
The Fire Prevention Officer position has been delayed due to
COVID 19 budget restrictions. It remains an approved position
will be filled in 2021.

3.

Advance steep creek mitigation
projects and policies.

Work is underway on the Cougar Creek Debris Retention
Structure. The work is scheduled to be substantially complete
at the end of 2021, with commissioning of the structure taking
place at the end of summer 2022.

Original Council Priority:
4. Forecast, plan for, and create
housing options to meet the
community’s needs.
New Council Priority:
Prioritize the safety of the
community during the COVID-19
pandemic by increasing
maintenance and accessibility of
outdoor amenity space.
5.

6.

In 2019 Bow Valley Regional Housing released the results of a
Housing Needs Assessment for the Bow Valley. Canmore
Community Housing is well-positioned to continue to forecast
and create housing options as per their mandate to meet the
community’s needs.
A guidebook has been developed for Accessory Dwelling
Units to support those who are interested in developing this
type of housing option.

Conduct a comprehensive review
of short-term visitor
accommodation in Canmore.

This item was cancelled as a result of COVID-19 budget
reductions. It will be delayed until after the recently struck
Tourism Taskforce completes their work.

Explore safe parking options
for people who live in their
vehicles.

A Safe Park pilot was set to launch in May, 2020, but was put
on hold due to COVID-19. The goal of the program was to
provide individuals who work in Canmore, and who reside in
their car, with a safe and legal place to park overnight.
Administration is exploring program modifications for a
potential pilot program in 2021 that will still meet the project’s
goals as well as provincial health guidelines. Page 89 of 96
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Area of
Focus

Description

Q3 Update

7.

Provide policy and potential
regulations for employee housing.

The new Land Use Bylaw introduced Common Amenity
Housing as a permissible or discretionary use in residential land
use districts. No further work on this item is planned at this
time.

8.

Update the Community Housing
Action Plan (CHAP) document
with Canmore Community
Housing.

Work on this item has been suspended due to COVID-related
budget restrictions and a reprioritization of efforts in the
Planning and Development Department.

9.

Bring forward the Three Sisters
Village and Smith Creek area
structure plans for Council
consideration.

The ASPs are applicant-led, and will be brought forward to
Council once plans have been submitted to the Town of
Canmore for review. This is anticipated to occur in Q1 of 2021.

10. Initiate discussions with CCHC and
Silvertip regarding comprehensive
planning of affordable housing lands
including the timing of flood
mitigation and a pedestrian overpass
in the Palliser Area.
Original Council Priority:
11. Move towards zero waste through
the exploration of an organics
diversion program and improving
the participation in our current
waste reduction program.
New Council Priority:
Reduce our community impact on
climate change by implementing a
commercial organics diversion
program.

Not scheduled to begin until 2022.

Residential Program: The program has been operating since
September 2019. The amount of material remains consistent,
with bins being emptied on a daily basis.
Commercial Program: A pilot program was conducted with
Communitea Café over the summer of 2020, with the initial
reports from the program being positive. Administration is
finalizing an information package for commercial customers
with details on service and costs. The launch date for the
commercial program is still being determined, and is contingent
upon the upgrades to the Waste Management Centre being
completed.

12. Install solar voltaic systems on
Elevation Place, artsPlace, Seniors
Centre, the Roundhouse, and the
Waste M anagement Centre.

The solar system at Elevation Place is operational. Work on the
solar system at the Waste Management Centre involves
installing panels on the new section of roof, and should be
completed in October. A structural assessment is underway for
artsPlace and the Seniors Centre. The solar project at the
Roundhouse was cancelled as part of COVID-19 budget
reductions.

13. Make improvements to the
downtown recycling centre by
resurfacing the area to reduce trip
hazards and installing some
refurbished containers.

This work was completed in 2019.
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Area of
Focus

Description
Original Council Priority:
14. Create intercept parking and
evaluate the implementation of
paid parking downtown to fund
free local transit services.
New Council Priority:
Create intercept parking
opportunities and implement paid
parking to fund free local transit
services and manage congestion.

15. Install and improve bus stops on
both the local and regional routes.

Q3 Update

Design work for expansion of the Elevation Place parking lot
was delayed due to COVID-19 budget reductions.
Administration anticipates having a concept design for this area
completed by the end 2020.
An assessment of potential long-term locations for intercept
parking has been delayed due to COVID-19 budget reductions.
The implementation of paid parking in the town centre was
delayed in 2020 due to COVID-19, and is now planned for
spring 2021.

The project did not receive any bids and will not proceed in
2020. The project may proceed in 2021 if the Province of
Alberta approves an extension of GreenTrip funding.

16. Improve intersections and
pedestrian and cycling facilities
along Palliser Trail between the
TransCanada Highway access ramp
and Benchlands Trail.

This work is a part of the Transportation Improvement
Program 2020 (TIP20). Work is expected be substantially
complete in November 2020 with full completion scheduled for
Spring 2021.

17. Improve pedestrian and cycling
facilities on both sides of the
Benchlands Trail overpass and
improve the intersection of Palliser
Trail and Benchlands Trail.

This work is a part of the Transportation Improvement
Program 2020 (TIP20). Work is expected be substantially
complete in November 2020 with full completion scheduled for
Spring 2021.

18. Complete raised boulevard and
pathway improvements along the
west side of Bow Valley Trail
between Old Canmore Road and
17 Street.

This work is a part of the Transportation Improvement
Program 2020 (TIP20). Work is expected be substantially
complete in November 2020 with full completion scheduled for
Spring 2021.

19. Develop convenient and welcoming
transit infrastructure along Railway
Avenue, improve the intersection
of Bow Valley Trail and Railway
Avenue, and investigate park and
ride locations.

The improvements at the intersection of Bow Valley Trail and
Railway Avenue are a part of the Transportation Improvement
Program 2020 (TIP20). Work is expected be substantially
complete in November 2020 with full completion scheduled for
Spring 2021.
Work on investigating park and ride locations has been delayed
due to COVID-19 budget restrictions.
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Area of
Focus

Description
Original Council Priority:
20. Promote economic diversification
across business sectors including
the exploration of community
broadband deployment.
New Council Priority:
Lead a community conversation
on a sustainable vision for tourism
in Canmore.
21. Develop an Economic
Development Strategic Plan to
provide direction for activities
engaged in by the Town of
Canmore.

22. Conduct a Broadband Planning
Study to provide options for a
potential fiber network in
Canmore.

Q3 Update

See the update provided below for the Economic Development
Strategic Plan which will address and guide economic
diversification.

The five-year Economic Development Strategy was accepted
for planning purposes by Council on March 3, 2020.
The Economic Development Department included several
diversification directives identified in the strategic plan as part
of the Economic Response plan currently being implemented as
part of the Town’s COVID-19 response.
Work on this was delayed due to COVID-19 budget
restrictions and a reprioritization of economic development
activities. Administration will be recommending that we cancel
this project at year end as no work has been done to date and
we believe an understanding of the impact and opportunity that
5G technology advancements will bring is needed before this
work is pursued.

Original Council Priority:
23. Implement policies and programs to
manage wildlife attractants and
educate residents and visitors on
responsible human use of the
landscape.

The Wildlife Attractant Management Plan and updated Wildlife
Attractant Bylaw (both approved in 2019) will guide the tactics
aimed to reduce negative human-wildlife interactions
in the community.
Management of wildlife attractants has been operationalized
within Town of Canmore service delivery.

24. Implement recommendations from
the Wildlife Co-existence
Roundtable including removal of
fruit trees, public education
campaigns, and installing a 2.4meter fence around Lawrence
Grassi Middle School and
Centennial Park greenspace to
prevent elk from congregating
there.

The social norms campaign planned in conjunction with the
Town of Banff for 2020 was delayed due to COVID-19 budget
reductions.
The fruit tree removal incentive program continued in 2020,
with a total of six incentives distributed.
The wildlife exclusion fencing project at Centennial Park was
installed in summer 2020. While minor adjustments to the
fence will be addressed in the coming months, the fence is
substantially complete.
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Area of
Focus

Description

Q3 Update

25. Work to provide residents with a
consistent approach to public
participation and provide
opportunities to provide feedback
with clear information about the
public participation process for each
issue including timelines and how to
be involved through an updated
community engagement policy.

The new Public Participation Policy was approved and
implemented in 2019.
Based on feedback from the public at the last open house,
presentations on specific topics were added to the format of
the most recent event and were well-attended.
Due to COVID-19 restrictions, the Town of Canmore is
looking at new ways to engage the community online and
provide opportunities for the public to give feedback.

26. Consolidate and expand the number
of services the Town can offer
online to provide improved
customer service options.

An eServices pilot project was executed in the summer of
2020. Unfortunately, the technology piloted proved to be costprohibitive. As a result, the project team is in the process of
evaluating other solutions for consideration.

The Working Mind program is being offered to employees. It
builds awareness around mental health, provides resiliency
strategies for employees, and aims to reduce stigma.

27. Develop a mental health in the
workplace strategy to comply with
Bill 30 and for organizational
success.

28. Implement recommendations from
the organizational review to create
efficiencies and improved processes
to enhance our ability to serve our
community effectively today, while
at the same time, prepare for the
future and long-term sustainable
growth.
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During COVID-19, the Town of Canmore has provided
employees with access to a variety of mental health resources
and education including:
• temporarily increasing benefits coverage for psychology
sessions
• providing live virtual wellness check-in sessions for groups
experiencing an increase in work-related stress and
negative public interactions
• providing a reporting structure to address incidents of
negative public interactions
• updating all forms within our health and safety management
system to include psychological hazards and risks
researching resources and options for training on deescalation
• researching ways to increase social connection among
employees, while some work virtually and some are on-site

A recreation staffing study has been completed as
recommended by the organizational review. Recommendations
are being prioritized and work plans are being created.
The HR team completed a review of the recruitment process
and the team is now working on prioritizing and implementing
process improvements.
A recommended project to clarify leadership roles and
responsibilities will begin before year end.
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Area of
Focus

Description

Q3 Update

29. Design a fire hall based on
recommendations from the Fire
Hall Study.

Design work on the new fire hall is underway and will continue
into Q4 2020.

30. Maintain and repair bridge
infrastructure including widening of
the pedestrian bridge on Spurline
Trail at Policeman’s Creek, and
replacing 10 St bridge railing.

The replacement of the 10 St bridge railing has been awarded;
this work will take place in Q4 2020.
The widening of the bridge on the Spurline trail has been
delayed until 2021.

31. Replace sections of existing hard
surface and gravel trails along Bow
Valley Trail and upper Silvertip
Road.

The new trail along Silvertip Road was completed in 2020, final
landscaping will take place into the spring and summer of 2021.
Design work for Bow Valley Trail took longer than expected
due to numerous challenges in the area. Tender designs are
ready and the tender opportunity will be posted in Q1 2021,
pending budget approval.

32. Replace playgrounds at Lions Park
and the surface at Eagle Terrace
playground.

The work on Eagle Terrace has been completed.
Lions Park work has been delayed until there is a resolution for
the reconstruction of the tennis courts.

33. Replace or refurbish Lift Station 6
and increase pump capacity.

This work was completed in 2019.

34. Construct a water main to the Town
Centre to provide a more secure
water supply and accommodate
future growth and redevelopment.

This project has been awarded, work will start in October.
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#

Agenda Item

Resolution

Council Mtg Service Area
Action Status
Last Update
Date
that council direct administration to undertake 26-May-15
P&D
Enforcement of the current
30-Sep-20
a public consultation process to determine if
Land Use Bylaw rules in
the Land Use Bylaw should be amended to
residential areas is sufficiently
allow residential dwellings to be used for shortaddressing citizen complaints.
term/tourist home rentals subject to clear
Work underway on leading a
regulations.
sustainable vision for tourism
should help inform Town
intention regarding tourist
accommodation, and may
result in bylaw changes at a
later date.

158-2015

Tourist Accommodation
Options

223-2017

Servicing, Grading and
Building Foundation Work
for A Multi Family Rental
and Employee Housing
Development 1451 Palliser
Trail DP2017-080

that Council 2) direct administration to develop
a Comprehensive Wildlife Management Plan
for the Lower Silvertip Wildlife Corridor
including a detailed implementation plan with
funding up to $100,000 to come from capital
project 1624 (Affordable Housing Land and
Policies)

7-Jul-17

PW

The Lower Silvertip Wildlife
Corridor Study is complete,
and was presented to Council
on November 17, 2020. In
2021, work will begin with
stakeholders on the
development of the
management plan.

17-Nov-20

283-2017

Proposed Off-Leash Dog
Park

that Council direct administration to bring the
Open Space and Trail Plan to Council for
review as soon as is practicable in the new
year.

3-Oct-17

P&D

Cross-departmental resource
challenges continue to cause
delays in the completion of
this work. The OSTP udpate is
now planned for 2021

30-Sep-20

69-2018

Property Tax Exemptions

that Council direct administration to draft a
policy and/or bylaw to guide future Council
decision making regarding property tax
exemption.

3-Apr-18

Fin

Due to the significant
25-May-20
changes around property
taxes this year due to the
COVID pandemic, and the
additional workload required,
it is not anticipated this work
will happen now until 2021.

222-2018

Public Consumption of
Cannabis

that Council direct administration to return by
October 2020 with a report providing an
update on the public cannabis consumption
ban and if further options should be
considered to loosen the regulations based on
the information obtained over this time period.

16-Oct-18

170-2019

Railway Avenue Design
Brief

that Council direct administration to return to
Council for approval of Phase 2 – Railway
Avenue Central and Phase 3 – Railway Avenue
North prior to commencing detailed design of
those phases

2-Jul-19

Eng

Budget reductions related to
the COVID pandemic resulted
in the cancellation of the
majority of this project. The
only work to be done is predesign for a portion of
Railway Avenue.

28-May-20

262-2019 Paid Parking Program

that Council direct administration to update
Reserves Policy FIN-007 to create a parking
revenue reserve.

3-Dec-19

FIN

Due to the changes to the
Paid Parking program due to
the COVID pandemic, no
revenue is now expected in
2020, and the revision to the
reserve policy will happen
closer to the launch of the
full program.

25-May-20

271-2019 Innovate Canmore EIS
Funding

that Council request a refund of $25k from
Innovate Canmore for an Economic Impact
Statement

10-Dec-19

GMMS

3-Nov-20

29-2020 Heliport Lease Renewal

that Council direct the Heliport Monitoring
Committee to meet with stakeholder groups to
understand stakeholder groups’ perspectives
regarding the heliport lease renewal and report
to Council

4-Feb-20

Facilities

A payment plan has been
established with Innovate
Canmore and repayment has
begun
The Heliport Monitoring
Committee has resumed
meetings (which were
temporarily suspended
because of the pandemic)
and is planning on engaging
stakeholder groups in Q4
2020.

30-2020 Heliport Lease Renewal

that Council direct administration report back
on the recommended terms of renewal for
Schedule D of the heliport lease.

4-Feb-20

Facilities

November 17, 2020 Committee of the Whole 1 p.m.

DATE
Complete

G-1

Protective Due to the impacts of COVID- 24-Aug-20
Services 19 neither Bylaw nor CHLA
have been able to move
discussions forward regarding
this bylaw by the October
date. Administration will
work to bring
recommendations for the
bylaw to Council in late 2020
or Q1 of 2021.

3-Nov-20

5-Nov-20

Administration will report the
findings from discussions
with key stakeholder groups
in Q1 or Q2 of 2021
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31-2020 Heliport Lease Renewal

that Council schedule a Town Hall to hear
public feedback after the revised Schedule D of
the heliport lease has been presented to the
Committee of the Whole.

4-Feb-20

Facilities

This can be scheduled in Q1
or Q2 and coincide with the
Administrational update from
the Stakeholder meetings

87-2020 Canmore Community
Monitoring Report

that Council accept the Biosphere Institute’s
proposal to reallocate funding for the Canmore
Community Monitoring Report in 2020
towards conducting a comprehensive review
and recommendation for the future direction
of the report by the end of the calendar year.

7-Apr-20

CSD

Biosphere Institute has
indicated they will be unable
to complete this review.
Administration is creating a
new way forward and will
bring that to Council for
consideration at a later date.

137-2020 Engineering Design and
Construction Guidelines

that Council direct administration to bring back
the dispute resolution process for the
Engineering Design and Construction
Guidelines for review.
that Council direct administration to negotiate
a new Water and Waste Water Services
Agreement with Epcor Water Services Inc.

2-Jun-20

Engineering

7-Jul-20

PW

Review Mandatory Mask Bylaw 2020-20

3-Nov-20

Council

166-2020 Utility Services Review

272-2020 Mandatory Mask Bylaw
Review

November 17, 2020 Committee of the Whole 1 p.m.

24-Aug-20

2-Jun-20
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